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Abstract 
 The term “phantom limb” is used to describe the phenomenal tingling sensation 
that occurs in the nerve endings of an amputated limb; though the limb is no longer 
physically attached to the body, the person experiences pain and physical sensation in the 
space the limb once occupied.  Though the body part has been removed, it haunts both 
the body and the brain.  It is through this metaphor that I am interested in investigating 
the connection between the disembodied and the embodied.   
 The disembodied connects to the embodied through the loss or lack of a bodily 
form; the embodied, therefore, links the disembodied to movements and mannerisms of 
the body.  Adopting Pierre Bourdieu’s Theory of Practice, I define manner as a 
fluctuating force that operates as a spectrum.  Manner links, rather than separates, the 
internal and the external through the social.  In other words, the interplay between the 
internal and external must be socially interpreted in order to be understood as manner. 
 The first chapter of my thesis will focus on embodied manner and use Robert 
Louis Stevenson’s Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde as a case study to explain how society 
impacts the construction of normative manner.  Building off Jack Halberstam, I adopt the 
theory that Mr. Hyde “is both a sexual secret, the secret of Jekyll’s undignified desires, 
and a visible representation of physical otherness” (82). My argument focuses on the 
connection between the “deformity hidden within” Mr. Hyde and that “inscribed upon 
his...skin” that Utterson, Enfield and Lanyon struggle to identify (82). 
 The second chapter of my thesis will focus on how manner operates as both a 
disciplinary force and cultural haunting.  In other words, just as the phantom limb 
reproduces a distorted version of the lost limb, the social control of manner ultimately 
reproduces imperfect replicas. In George Eliot’s The Lifted Veil, the protagonist, Latimer, 
begins suffering from visions after he parts ways with his dear friend Charles 
Meunier.  Here, the unconscious operates at the individual level; I argue that these 
“visions” are the result of an implosion of Latimer’s repressed sexuality in his 
unconscious.  
 I then turn to Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s The Yellow Wallpaper to argue that 
manner operates as an a type of social law that attempts to stave off haunting but instead 
inadvertently reproduces it.  In this section, I argue that the narrator’s secondary status as 
a female character gives her a different kind of agency from Mr. Hyde and Latimer and 
that her husband’s ultimate failure to control her results in a type of queer production that 
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Manner Maketh Man 
The term “phantom limb” is used to describe the phenomenal tingling sensation 
that occurs in the nerve endings of an amputated body part; though the limb is physically 
severed from the body, the person experiences pain and physical sensation in the space 
the limb once occupied. No longer embodied and yet not fully disembodied, the phantom 
limb haunts both the body and the mind. It is through this metaphor that I am interested in 
investigating how the disembodied connects to the embodied through the loss or lack of a 
bodily form. Movement, behavior and manner occupy the space between this lack and the 
body, embodiment and disembodiment. Manner, like the phantom limb, connects the 
body to the mind and encapsulates the embodied actions of the individual as well as the 
disembodied interpretation of how those actions influence and determine the way one 
thinks and feels. Though others may not feel or see the phantom limb, its influence on the 
individual’s body and mind creates space for social interpretation. Both the phantom limb 
and the concept of manner occupy a liminal space between the internal and external that 
calls into question the relationship between the individual body and mind that can be read 
and interpreted by society. In order to examine this space, I turn to an analysis of manner: 
habitual bodily movements, gestures and behaviors. Through an exploration of the 
liminal space between the body and the mind, the internal and the external, I argue that 
the protagonists in Robert Louis Stevenson’s Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, George Eliot’s 
The Lifted Veil and Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s The Yellow Wallpaper are socially 
codified through and by their manner. I read the protagonists’ queerness through the eyes 
of the other characters in the text in order to show how each text works to encode queer 
difference through their perception of the monster or the phantom. By focusing on 
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Victorian monster and ghost stories, I analyze how the queer difference commonly 
associated with the monster or the specter manifests in how the protagonists’ manner is 
read as non-normative by their peers. 
Manner is a concept that is quickly understood but challenging to describe. It’s 
the modus operandi of the body; it’s habitual, socially inscribed and oftentimes 
unconsciously performed. Similar to intuition, the term “manner” identifies the feelings 
and emotions that another person’s behavior evokes. While intuition implies a natural, 
involuntary response, manner recognizes the impact of power structures. The Oxford 
English Dictionary (OED) defines manner as “a distinct type or kind (of person, thing, 
etc.)” and as “senses relating to the way in which a person acts or behaves.”  When 
pluralized, the OED alters the definition of manners to “a person’s habitual behavior or 
conduct; morals; the prevailing modes of life, the conditions of society, the customary 
rules of behavior in a particular society, period, etc.”  I include both definitions to 
encompass the personal and social nature of my theory of manner. Adopting Pierre 
Bourdieu’s Theory of Practice, I define manner as a fluctuating force that links, rather 
than separates, the internal and the external through the social. In other words, the 
interplay between the internal and external must be socially interpreted in order to be 
understood as manner. Pierre Bourdieu’s theories about social capital and habitus address 
how and why body posture and unconscious movement can be leveraged within certain 
social circles. In The Theory of Practice, Bourdieu defines habitus as the "generative 
principle of regulated improvisations" that reproduces the structure it operates within 
(78). He includes dress codes, accents and style in his definition of habitus and argues 
that all function as social capital within specific social settings (Bourdieu 78). However, 
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both personal knowledge and sociability are aspects of habitus that impact how and when 
a person can utilize his or her manner as social capital. Since habitus operates at both the 
conscious and unconscious level, it consists of an “unfixed” set of socially constructed 
“dispositions” (Harker 11). Unconsciously, habitus functions “below the level of 
language,” as “techniques of the body” (Harker 11). Gestures like smiling and adjusting 
one’s clothing are seen as unconscious habitus and can become social capital when 
performed in certain situations (Bourdieu 79). I transplant Bourdieu’s argument that 
habitus operates at the conscious and unconscious level into my definition of manner and 
absorb his explanation of habitus as both personal and social.  
As a social and cultural construct, manner requires both a society to determine 
what is normative and an interaction between at least two people to categorize one 
another’s manner within those constructs. Manner functions within the individual as well 
as within society and is thus contingent upon both the individual and social understanding 
of normative manner. Since manner necessitates social interpretation, it is subject to 
cultural conditions. In the Victorian era, pseudosciences like sexology and phrenology 
attempted to trace this same link by arguing that a person’s appearance provided insight 
to his psychological state. The protagonists in each of these three texts are visually 
interpreted as having non-normative manner; but only Mr. Hyde is described as 
monstrous. Yet, even the descriptions of Mr. Hyde fail to fully explain why and how the 
other characters in the text are so threatened by his appearance. Latimer in The Lifted Veil 
suffers from an unnamed “condition” while the narrator in The Yellow Wallpaper 
experiences a “temporary nervous depression” and “slight hysterical tendency” (10). 
Through a closer examination of the way the other characters in each of these texts read 
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and interpret the protagonists, we are able to delineate how and why their manner 
communicates deviance. The characters within each of these texts interpret one another 
based on their preconceived notions of heteronormative manner. Mr. Hyde, Latimer and 
the unnamed narrator in The Yellow Wallpaper induce discomfort in those around them 
and are therefore marked as different. Though they all act, behave and appear in different 
ways, they are all nonetheless socially coded as non-normative others. I contend that each 
of these texts employs manner to signify queerness, revealing the Victorian desire to 
visually perceive sexual deviance and difference. In other words, the tingling sensation 
produced by the phantom limb influences how the individual conducts himself and in 
turn how others interpret his behavior. I will show how manner manifests as the link 
between an individual’s body and mind as well as how each protagonist’s social circle 
attempts to identify it.  
When discussing male homosexuality in Gothic literature, theorists have 
approached the issue primarily through two lenses: the effeminate and the dandy. The 
effeminate was often associated with the aristocratic class and expressed “feminine” 
characteristics (Sedgwick 207). Similarly, the dandy, typically presented as a well-
dressed man who traveled often; he lived a leisurely and refined life, both physically and 
mentally, but maintained a key indifference and laissez-faire attitude (Halberstam 62). 
With the rise of the bourgeoisie in the nineteenth-century, homosexual desiring men of 
the new middle-class sought to distance themselves both from the aristocracy and the 
femininity commonly associated with the effeminate (Sedgwick 207). In her 1985 book 
Between Men, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick contests that the emergence of the bourgeois 
middle class in the Victorian era fostered a necessity for new forms of homosocial 
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bonding, one that rejected all femininity and, therefore, aristocratic beliefs (207). In order 
to diverge from the aristocratic association with effeminacy, Sedgwick argues that 
homosexual men instead sought exclusive male spaces. As Sedgwick shows, stereotypes 
play a key role in the representation of queerness and are heavily steeped in the 
intersection of gender and class status and the social perceptions of both. This bourgeois 
move toward masculine spaces manifests in various Gothic texts, particularly Robert 
Louis Stevenson’s Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and George Eliot’s The Lifted Veil.  In Jekyll 
and Hyde, the few female characters we see remain completely unnamed tertiary 
characters while the bourgeois male protagonists are all presented with names, titles and 
background information. In The Lifted Veil, Latimer quickly comes to despise his wife 
and only describes himself as happy when in the company of his friend Charles Meunier. 
When considered alongside the plasticity of the Gothic genre, manner reveals not only 
same-sex desire but the response of the individual to a recognition of self. Like Jack 
Halberstam’s argument that the “Gothic deploys monstrosity to condense negative 
meaning into bodies with highly specific sexual, racial, and class codings,” this paper 
addresses how and why bodies are read and interpreted by society. Unlike Halberstam, 
however, I employ the term “manner” to encapsulate both the embodied and the 
disembodied nature of the way society understands and reifies normative and non-
normative manner. 
As the link between the internal and external self, and the bond between society 
and the individual, manner exposes queerness by embodying both the internalization and 
externalization of class and gender. Queerness manifests in these two texts somewhere in 
between the internal and external and requires a society to recognize it. Throughout this 
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essay, when I use the term “manner,” I am referring to both the type of person, based on 
repetition of behavior, and how Victorian society interpreted that type of person. In the 
first section, I explain how Dr. Jekyll’s social capital relies upon society’s understanding 
of manner as a specific, agreed upon balance between the internal and external. I argue 
that Hyde disrupts this balance and in turn puts everyone’s social capital at risk by 
threatening the establishment of the system itself. In the second section, I argue that 
Latimer’s visions produce a psychological haunting that alters his manner and forces him 
into isolation. By removing himself from society, Latimer reinforces and upholds 
society’s understanding of normativity. The narrator in The Yellow Wallpaper exploits 
the normative understanding of manner in order to maintain an agency that Jekyll/Hyde 
and Latimer never fully have. In the end, she is the only protagonist to truly subvert the 
disciplining of manner by rejecting her diagnosis of difference and embracing her 
queerness. Rather than focusing solely on appearances, my reading of these texts 
investigates the intersection of the internal and the external within both the personal and 
the social. 
Manner is both a disciplining social system as well as that which is haunted by the 
fear and desire the individual experiences to be a part of or undermine that same system. 
Normative manner relies both upon what society deems deviant in that historical moment 
as well as what remains from previous understandings of normativity. While social 
deviance is controlled and regulated through the social discipline of manner, the 
individual’s drives and desires are haunted by the possibility of past, present and future 
social rejection. Drawing from Foucault, I argue that each of these texts reveals the 
attempt to socially regulate and control manner that is visually perceived as non-
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normative. In The History of Sexuality, Foucault argues that the Victorian era was not one 
of prudence and abstinence but rather one in which the Victorians, “dedicated themselves 
to speaking of it [sex] ad infinitum, while exploiting it as the secret” (35, emphasis 
original). The explosion of discourse around sex led to an increase in the policing of it 
while the rise of sciences like sexology and phrenology attempted to pathologize sexual 
difference. The nineteenth-century homosexual in particular believed that his sexuality 
was “written immodestly on his face and body because it was a secret that always gave 
itself away” (43). Foucault argues that people began to seek out signs of its difference in 
“the depths of the organism, or on the surface of the skin, or among all the signs of 
behavior” (43). In turn, this desire produced “perpetual spirals of power and 
pleasure...that reinforce one another” (45). While Foucault focuses on the subsequent 
proliferation of sexual identities, I show how the drive for “power and pleasure” within 
the social realm produced a desire to control and regulate manner. In Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 
Hyde and The Lifted Veil, both Jekyll/Hyde and Latimer ultimately perish as a result of 
their uncontrolled and uncontrollable manner. In The Yellow Wallpaper, the narrator is 
able to disguise her queer manner as normative and deceive her husband into believing 
his attempt to normalize her is working. 
In each of these texts, the doctor figure represents an attempt to reify what 
constitutes normative and non-normative, or heteronormative and queer, manner. He 
represents the social desire to control and regulate how society acts and what it looks like. 
Each protagonist is diagnosed and subsequently treated by a physician. The physicians 
thus construct the hegemonic structure of manner that they aim to reinforce. In Dr. Jekyll 
and Mr. Hyde, it is Dr. Jekyll himself. In the beginning of The Lifted Veil, Mr. Letherall, 
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Latimer’s phrenologist, diagnoses his difference as both excess and lack. Eventually, 
Latimer internalizes that diagnosis and, similar to Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, begins 
diagnosing and treating himself. In The Yellow Wallpaper, the narrator’s husband fills the 
role of doctor. However, she ultimately rejects, rather than internalizes, his diagnosis. She 
undermines the value of the diagnostic mind by ignoring his advice and instead treating 
herself through her imaginative obsession with the yellow wallpaper. While each of these 
physician figures represents the social desire to categorize and reject deviant manner, the 
narrator in The Yellow Wallpaper reveals what happens when the individual subverts the 
physician’s construction of socially normative manner.  
The tension between the individual and the social culminates in each text through 
the cultural haunting of the characters’ manner. Manner inherently operates in between 
the body and the mind and functions within each these texts in two different, but related, 
ways: as a disciplining force that constructs how normative manner is interpreted and as a 
haunting that lurks over the individual connection between one’s body and mind. The 
slippage between manner as that which is both individually and socially disciplined 
undermines the stability of the structures that uphold normative manner and thus 
produces a haunting. Since manner is an abstract concept, it is both embodied and 
disembodied, behavioral and psychological, within and without. Manner fits within the 
framework of what Julian Wolfreys describes as “questions of haunting, the gothic, the 
spectral and the uncanny” that “make themselves available for commentary through 
process rather than product, through on-going activity rather than static presentation or 
re-presentation” (14). Manner alters and changes depending on the individual as well as 
the social circumstances; it is a process that is always in flux, always developing and 
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regressing. Since it is also subject to intense social scrutiny and regulation, manner 
continually functions as one organizing principle of social hegemony; however, it’s 
destabilized nature and the inconsistency of what constitutes punishable manner produces 
a social haunting. As Derrida argues, “haunting belongs to the structure of every 
hegemony” (37). Each protagonist’s queer manner is haunted by the fear of exposure, the 
risk of their desire and the uncertainty of when and how their queerness will be read by 
their social circles. 
These three literary case studies exemplify how manner wrote societal fears into 
and onto the individual. The interpolation between the internal and external of an 
individual, and that individual’s interaction with society, represents the oscillating and 
unfixed notion of manner that I construct. As evidenced in Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, The 
Lifted Veil and The Yellow Wallpaper, manner can manifest as both unusually bodily or 
peculiarly psychological. Mr. Hyde is an explosion of Dr. Jekyll’s repressed desire whose 
queerness manifests in his “deformed” manner. Latimer suffers from an implosion of his 
repressed queer desire that manifests in his visions. His fear that others will discover his 
secret forces him to alter his manner. He attempts to perform normally but his visions 
accost him too aggressively and too often for him to do so. Instead, he is driven into 
isolation and ultimately death. Though manner operates within the internal/external 
binary in each of these texts, it simultaneously works to deconstruct it. The narrator from 
The Yellow Wallpaper not only understands how and why her difference is read by her 
husband/doctor, but utilizes that normative interpretation to ultimately outwit him and 
gain control of what constitutes the norm. Though manner may appear to manifest as 
either embodied or disembodied, ultimately, it is the link between the two, the phantom 
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limb, that obscures the constitution of both the internal and the external. For manner is 
both embodied and disembodied, internal and external. Manner, like Bourdieu’s habitus, 
is an evolving but often repetitive social construction. When disciplined, manner operates 
as a social attempt to identify and rectify anyone identified as non-normative. However, 
the fear created by this disciplining produces a cultural haunting that threatens to reveal 
the destabilized nature of the social understanding of normative manner.  
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“A Strong Feeling of Deformity”: Tracing the External to the Internal in 
Robert Louis Stevenson’s Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde 
 
 In Robert Louis Stevenson’s Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, manner operates as and 
within a disciplinary system that seeks to categorize and monitor bodies. While this 
system attempts to regulate and diminish difference, it must also produce the way in 
which people read and interpret one another’s bodies. I draw from Foucault and Derrida 
to argue that manner is both embodied and disembodied, within and without, and is thus 
subject to bodily regulation and phantasmagoric haunting. I will briefly detail how the 
Gothic genre allows for the betwixt and between nature of spectrality as well as queer 
readings of monstrosity. Then I turn to the sexological work of Richard Van Krafft-Ebing 
and Havelock Ellis to demonstrate how the methodology for this paper mimics the 
nineteenth-century desire to trace external difference to internal difference. Manner, 
though visually interpreted, exists in between the visible and invisible. I aim to read the 
disembodied onto the embodied in order to understand how sexuality and sexual 
difference were encoded and interpreted by Dr. Jekyll’s inner circle of friends. In doing 
so, we begin to see how and why Dr. Jekyll’s friends feel so threatened by Mr. Hyde’s 
queerness and how their rejection of his specific queer manner reproduces normative 
manner as both a social disciplinary force as well as a cultural spectrality. Using my 
theory of manner, I argue that Dr. Jekyll’s friends, Mr. Utterson, Mr. Enfield and Dr. 
Lanyon, all read and interpret Hyde’s visual deformity according to a set of hegemonic 
rules that have been established by social institutions in an attempt to control bodies. 
Using Derrida’s Spectres of Marx, I show how manner both haunts and is haunted by the 
social push toward heteronormativity.  
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The technological and scientific advances that took place within imperial Britain’s 
age of global expansion led to a Gothic crisis of identity that manifested in texts and 
images of monstrosity and themes of spectrality. These Gothic motifs embody the social 
anxiety of the time as well as the fear of and desire to physically determine some form of 
internal difference. As George Haggerty explains in Queer Gothic, gothic fiction centers 
itself “on the confrontation with the horror that is oneself, the horror that one’s relation to 
the world is painfully inappropriate and distorting to the privacy of self and that the life 
one wants so desperately is only death barely escaped” (53). According to Haggerty, 
“subjectivity is the source of the haunting” (59). The Gothic focus on the horror of the 
individual gave rise to social anxiety that stemmed from a fear that others would discover 
one’s own horror (Haggerty 59). Therefore, the Gothic becomes the place that Jack 
Halberstam identifies as “where we can most easily chart...the transformation of struggles 
within the body politic to local struggles within individual bodies” (78). What both 
Haggerty and Halberstam allude to but never fully investigate is the way in which the 
social encodes and reinforces the “horror that is oneself” (Haggerty 53). Manner, the link 
between the internal and external, fills in that gap and allows for a new way of reading 
and understanding queerness as the horror of the individual that is read and interpreted by 
the social body.  
In order to understand how characters in Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde read and 
interpreted one another’s manner, I detail how the desire to trace the external to the 
internal was shaped by the medical and scientific discourse of the time. Published in 
1886, the same year as Richard Von Krafft-Ebing’s Psychopathia Sexualis and eight 
years before Havelock Ellis’ Man and Woman: A Study of Secondary and Tertiary 
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Characteristics, the characters in Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde display a keen interest in the 
connection between physical appearances and states of mind. Ellis and Krafft-Ebing’s 
sexological work attempts to link a person’s external appearance to his internal psyche. 
Krafft-Ebing attempts to link what he calls “sexual inversion… ‘female men and male 
women’” to a “difference in [sic] gender” (366). He believes this difference manifests in 
“marked physical and psychical sexual characteristics” (366, emphasis mine). Krafft-
Ebing’s use of the word “marked” denotes something visible but also refers to something 
invisible. Though one’s appearance may be characterized as marked, it’s unclear how 
one’s psychology could be interpreted as marked in a similar fashion. This conflation of 
the visible with the invisible reveals sexology’s attempt to understand how physical and 
psychological difference can be marked by one’s manner. By pathologizing differences in 
appearance and behavior, Krafft-Ebing seeks to determine how the link between 
physiognomy and psychology operates. Where Krafft-Ebing focuses on sexual deviance 
and its link to both physicality and psychology, Ellis focuses more on what he refers to as 
“sex characteristics.” Today, we would consider these characteristics to be stereotypical 
gendered behavior. In his book, Ellis argues that internal organs and blood directly 
influence what he considers to be inherently masculine or feminine traits. His work on 
blood is particularly interesting because he, like Krafft-Ebing, considers interiority (i.e. 
blood, genetics) to be directly connected to superior or inferior exterior traits (i.e. athletic 
performance, heterosexuality). For instance, Ellis explains, “the blood of Cambridge 
undergraduates is of very high specific gravity” whereas “the blood of workhouse boys 
[is] of very low specific gravity” (199). Thus “the old notion that the blood is the index of 
fine race is by no means absurd” and “nature indicates her own aristocrats nowhere more 
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clearly than in the blood” (199). Both Krafft-Ebing and Ellis search for justification of 
sexual and moral superiority in the internal constitution of those that they, and society, 
determine to be normal. 
Sexology seeks to delineate psychological differences through a visual 
examination of bodies. In an attempt to pathologize sexual difference, Krafft-Ebing poses 
the question of the physical versus the psychological when he asks “whether the 
peripheral influences of the generative glands...or central cerebral conditions, are the 
determining factors in psychosexual development?” (308). Here, Krafft-Ebing is 
discussing the influence the development of one’s physical sexual organs has on his 
sexual inclination. While he implies that a “degenerate...predisposition” is the root cause 
of homosexuality, he immediately contradicts himself by proceeding to discuss what he 
calls an “acquired anomaly,” or people who develop homosexual tendencies later in life. 
The influence of sexology on Stevenson’s text has been thoroughly investigated; but 
always in a way that attempts to read Mr. Hyde’s sexuality as the internalized source for 
his external presentation. In a 1986 article titled “Psychopathia Sexualis: Stevenson’s 
Strange Case,” Steven Heath traces the similarities between the work of Krafft-Ebing and 
Stevenson’s text to reveal a parallel desire to represent, not define, perversion 
(Halberstam 68). More recently, James Fowler traces the “degeneration” of Dr. Jekyll 
into Mr. Hyde as indicative of the period’s intermediary status between Darwinian and 
Freudian thought (245). While I draw from each of these analyses, my approach differs in 
that I mirror the sexologist’s endeavor to trace the external to the internal and identify 
queerness. By examining the perspectives of the other characters in the text, I argue that 
Jekyll/Hyde’s manner is read as non-normative and in turn rejected by society.  
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Dr. Jekyll is the hyperbolic sexologist who goes to extreme lengths to attempt to 
understand how and why the internal functions as it does. Dr. Jekyll plays the role of the 
scientist obsessed with diagnosing individual difference. In his final statement at the end 
of the text, he writes, “the worst of my faults was a certain impatient gaiety of 
disposition” that he could not reconcile with his “imperious desire to...wear a more than 
commonly grave countenance before the public” (70). Instead, he writes, “I concealed my 
pleasures...and stood already committed to a profound duplicity of life” (70). The result is 
an extreme externalization of Jekyll’s inner monster: his same-sex desire. When his 
experiment goes awry, the figure of Mr. Hyde, ugly and deformed, eventually gains the 
power to transform Dr. Jekyll’s body and mind. Dr. Jekyll writes, “this brief 
condescension to my evil finally destroyed the balance of my soul” (85). Though the text 
suggests that Mr. Hyde was always a part of Dr. Jekyll’s “double-consciousness,” by 
taking on a physical form, Mr. Hyde also represents the doctor’s perfect patient, a man 
whose horrid exterior matches his disturbed mind. This notion is reinforced by the 
doctors response to Utterson’s concern, “I will tell you one thing: the moment I choose, I 
can be rid of Mr. Hyde” (23). As I discussed in the introduction, manner is the 
communicative link between the body and the mind that other people engage with and 
interpret. Though they do not necessarily have the language to pathologize him, Utterson, 
Enfield and Lanyon’s approach is one of intense observation that results in informal 
diagnoses. Dr. Jekyll’s friends and colleagues spend the bulk the text attempting to 
understand the monstrous Hyde and the doctor’s strange relationship to him. As I will 
show later in this chapter, Mr. Hyde has frequently been read as an externalized 
manifestation of Dr. Jekyll’s repressed homosexuality. I build upon this idea by showing 
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how the other characters in the text - Utterson, Enfield and Lanyon - read and interpret 
Mr. Hyde’s homosexuality not as different but rather as grotesquely similar and thus 
dangerous. Utterson, Enfield and Lanyon’s methodology for reading difference, 
specifically queer difference, is steeped in the sexological attempt to trace physical 
difference to mental difference. While previous scholarship has focused on reading Mr. 
Hyde as a queer character, I instead focus on the way the other characters - Mr. Utterson, 
Mr. Enfield, Dr. Lanyon, and the unnamed characters - read and interpret Hyde’s queer 
manner. These friends of Dr. Jekyll’s are middle-class, well-educated men who display a 
working knowledge of sexology through the way they describe Mr. Hyde. The character 
of Mr. Hyde is frequently said to reveal some “deformity,” though the deformity is never 
named and is instead frequently described in terms of what it invokes within the on-
looker rather than how it appears physically. I argue that the deformity they repeatedly 
refer to is indicative of Hyde’s manner, the way he appears in relation to the way he 
moves and carries himself. 
Ugliness is not necessarily indicative of the type of repulsive difference ascribed 
to the character of Mr. Hyde. Jack Halberstam reads “the secrecy of Hyde” as indicative 
of “a Victorian conception of self and identity,” that has “everything to do with 
sexuality” (68). He argues, “Hyde is both a sexual secret...and a visible representation of 
physical otherness” (72). In other words, Hyde’s queerness shows in his hide, his skin 
(82). To a certain extent, yes, Hyde is a “visible representation of physical otherness” 
(82). But it is not merely his monstrous physiognomy. It is the way he holds himself and 
moves, his manner, that the other characters in the text visually interpret and disdain. 
Through brief encounters with other undesirable characters, the text suggests that Hyde’s 
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repulsiveness is not merely a result of his hideousness. After the murder of Sir Danvers 
Carew, Mr. Utterson questions the woman who lives and works in Hyde’s home. He 
refers to her as an “ivory-faced and silvery-haired old woman” with “an evil face, 
smoothed by hypocrisy” (28). Despite her physical appearance, he adds “but her manners 
were excellent” (28). Though the last line reads as a bit of an afterthought, it marks 
certain forms of unattractiveness as more socially acceptable than others. Even with a 
wretched physical appearance and lower-class status, this woman is redeemed through 
the social capital of her manner.  
It is not merely the attempt to map the mind onto the body that I read in Dr. Jekyll 
and Mr. Hyde but rather the desire to understand how the body and mind communicate 
with one another and how others interpret that communicative link. In other words, Jack 
Halberstam, George Haggerty and Stephen Heath have neglected to include the way 
Utterson, Enfield and Lanyon read the queer or homosexual identity of Dr. Jekyll/Mr. 
Hyde. As the link between the physical and the psychological, Hyde’s manner 
demonstrates the interaction between Dr. Jekyll’s internal same-sex desire and Hyde’s 
external presentation. In the same passage that Halberstam references above, Mr. Enfield 
first describes Mr. Hyde to Mr. Utterson: 
He is not easy to describe. There is something wrong with his appearance; 
something displeasing, something downright detestable. I never saw a man I so 
disliked, and yet I scarce know why. He must be deformed somewhere; he gives a 
strong feeling of deformity, although I couldn’t specify the point. He’s an 
extraordinary-looking man, and yet I really can name nothing out of the way. No, 
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sir; I can make no hand of it; I can’t describe him. And it’s not want of memory; 
for I declare I can see him this moment. (9-10) 
In this passage, Enfield is unable to name precisely what is wrong with Hyde. Instead he 
vaguely acknowledges, “There is something wrong with his appearance” (9, emphasis 
mine). While Stephen Heath notes that the depiction of “the uncannily suggestive 
deformity of Hyde’s appearance...and his grotesque littleness,” is a representation of 
“Stevenson’s image of the higher and lower, of the animal that the human contains 
hidden,” he only scratches the surface (103). Ignoring the deliberate and repetitive use of 
the seemingly incorrect word, “deformity,” Heath brushes past the more important 
question of how the other characters in the text, not the reader, view and interpret Hyde’s 
“grotesque” appearance (103). Heath assumes that the “deformity” Stevenson describes 
in the text directly addresses his “appearance” (103). But this is simply not the case. The 
text exclusively uses the word “deformity” in tandem with the phrases “an imprint of 
deformity,” “unexpressed deformity,” “impression of deformity,” and “feeling of 
deformity” (75, 29, 18, 10). The text consistently uses the word deformity to refer to the 
feeling Hyde evokes within others, rather than his own appearance. Though deformity 
typically signifies a bodily abnormality, they repeatedly use it to refer to something that 
is not merely seen but intuited. Hyde is physically described as monstrous but his 
deformity is never described as a bodily deformity. It is not Hyde’s physical appearance 
but rather his manner that Enfield finds so unsettling. Mr. Enfield, like Mr. Utterson, 
interprets Hyde’s otherness, his queerness, by reading his manner. 
The desire to pathologize difference but the inability to produce proper language 
to do so implies that social deviations from normative manner were easily perceived but 
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difficult to elucidate. Utterson, Enfield and Lanyon are able to determine a specific, but 
unnamable, difference in Hyde early in the text. They frequently use words like “feeling” 
and “impression” to describe the in-betweenness of Hyde’s manner. Though it is visually 
represented, it’s not quite physical. Rather, it’s something provoked from within the on-
looker. It’s perceived through sight as well as through an internally risen discomfort. 
They perceive it externally but they feel it internally, in their gut, their instincts. 
Throughout the text, both Mr. Utterson and Dr. Lanyon also fail to vividly describe what 
exactly is so disturbing about Hyde’s appearance. Utterson affirms, “he gave the 
impression of deformity without any nameable malformation” (15). Struggling to identify 
what precisely is so unusual about Hyde, Utterson claims, “there is something more, if I 
could find a name for it” (18, emphasis original). Later in the text, Dr. Lanyon explains, 
“there was something abnormal and misbegotten in the very essence of the creature” (48). 
By employing terms like “impression” and “essence” before or after a description of Mr. 
Hyde, the text implies a connection between Hyde’s body and mind that the other 
characters are able to recognize and feel but not discern or identify. The “deformity” 
alludes to something the characters visually perceive from Hyde while the “something 
more” refers to the emotion that visual perception evokes within Utterson. The 
communication between Hyde’s body and mind is felt by Utterson but not defined.  
Utterson, Enfield and Lanyon’s rejection of Hyde upholds the social construction 
of socially acceptable, normative manner. In The History of Sexuality: Volume One, 
Foucault articulates how the body is both “a machine” to be disciplined, optimized and 
extorted as well as a form “imbued with the mechanics of life” that can give birth (139). 
Since, the body is a machine that produces and is therefore regulated by the state, the 
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hegemonic structure subjugates those bodies in order to control the population (20, 140). 
For Foucault, the body is inextricably bound to how history has influenced our concept of 
sexuality. The medicalization of the body in the nineteenth-century encouraged the 
visibility of difference as well as society’s responsibility to police and regulate “normal” 
bodies. Foucault argues, “a political ordering of life,” took shape, “not through an 
enslavement of others, but through the affirmation of self” (123). In other words, the 
focus on “normal,” “healthy” bodies amplified the need to protect it “from the many 
dangers” of deviant bodies so that it may “retain its differential value” (123). I argue that 
the need to regulate bodies extends to the regulation and production of the social 
understanding of normative manner. In other words, normative manner is a social 
institution that requires rules and regulations to support it. These constraints encourage 
individuals to respond to non-normative manner negatively; if enough people reject 
certain mannerisms, then society is able to manufacture normative manner. The cyclical 
nature of manner produces and reproduces the system of normativity that disciplines 
society at large. Mr. Utterson, Mr. Enfield and Dr. Lanyon all uphold this system of 
manner through their repulsion of Mr. Hyde’s queer manner. Thus the state must regulate 
bodily manner  in order to reproduce what it has deemed most productive and beneficial.  
However, as I discussed previously, the theory of manner I construct is not only 
embodied; it is also disembodied. So to consider it solely within these Foucauldian terms 
is insufficient. Manner is both in between and outside of, embodied and disembodied. My 
notion of the body is more abstract than Foucault’s and includes forms of disembodiment 
as well. The term itself - disembodiment - implies that at some point a separation 
occurred between some form of body and some form of mind (or perhaps soul.) In his 
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book Victorian Hauntings, Julian Wolfreys claims, “the identification of spectrality 
appears in a gap between the limits of...any positivist or constructionist logic by emerging 
between, and yet not as a part of, two negations: neither, nor” (x, emphasis his). As I 
explained in the introduction, my definition of manner imagines the connection between 
one’s body and mind as that which must be interpreted by others and therefore shifts in 
certain social interactions. Though haunting arises in liminal spaces, it does not 
necessarily operate as a connective entity (Wolfreys x). Rather, haunting is neither alive 
nor dead, neither disembodied nor embodied (Wolfreys x). Since the abstract notion of 
the body includes disembodied forms, I adopt both the Foucauldian model of discipline 
as well as Derrida’s notion of haunting in which “haunting belongs to the structure of 
hegemony” (37). Since manner is both internal and external, body and mind, we must 
consider it as a disciplinary system as well as a cultural haunting. Derrida argues that the 
specter is the dread of what is to come through its distinct lack of a “present reality” (39). 
The haunting in Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde is Utterson, Enfield and Lanyon’s combined 
and unnamed fear of their own future exposure. Mr. Hyde is a threat because he 
represents this “return to the body” that exists as a haunting paradox (126). Derrida 
claims, “for there to be a ghost, there must be a return to the body, but to a body that is 
more abstract than ever” (126). Ghosts are distinguished by their distinct lack of body 
and thus encapsulate the connotations that accompany the body without necessarily 
inhabiting one. Hyde’s manner is visually perceived and yet his body and mind are 
abstract in that they are tied to and partially controlled by that of Dr. Jekyll. The haunting 
that looms over the other characters in the text is one that attempts to “organize the 
dominant influence on discourse[s]” of the Victorian era (37).  
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The other characters in the text are haunted by this unnamed paradox; they sense 
Hyde’s queer manner but struggle to link it to the social haunting they experience. The 
process of identification with the queer other and the subsequent fear associated with the 
other drives the cultural haunting that looms over the male characters in the text. Julia 
Kristeva uses the notion of the abject and the process of abjection to identify that which is 
“betwixt-and-between, even dead-and-alive” that we both “fear and desire” (2). Similar 
to Wolfrey’s theory that textual haunting is “neither, nor,” Kristeva’s process of abjection 
casts off “all that is abjected...into a figure or figures criminalized or condemned by 
people in authority and thus subject to...their gaze and the patterns of normalcy they 
enforce” (7). The haunting of normative manner forces Dr. Jekyll to conceal a part of 
himself, specifically his “pleasures” that manifest in his homosexual desire (70). As Jack 
Halberstam argues in his book Skin Shows, “Jekyll/Hyde’s desire to stay in hiding, his 
appearance as if masked, announces an essential connection between secrecy and 
sexuality, conspiracy and perverse activity” (67). Though it may appear obvious to read 
Mr. Hyde as the result of Dr. Jekyll’s process of abjection, the ultimate collapse of the 
latter into the former suggests that Mr. Hyde was never and could never fully be “cast 
off.” The process of abjection fails and ultimately Jekyll/Hyde dies. It is this confused 
link between the proper manner of Dr. Jekyll and the repulsive manner of Mr. Hyde that 
the other characters in the text fear. While earlier Utterson had contemplated the 
possibility that “the ghost of some old sin” had come back to haunt Jekyll, the murder of 
Sir Danvers Carew shifts his perspective from one of concern to one of alarm. Though 
Utterson claims he fears that Dr. Jekyll’s “good name” may be “sucked down in the eddy 
of scandal,” his refusal to share this knowledge with Mr. Guest, a man who he claims he 
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never keeps secrets from, reveals a growing paranoia (33). The exposure of Mr. Hyde and 
his link to Dr. Jekyll threatens them all.  
Utterson, Enfield and Lanyon’s repulsion of Mr. Hyde operates in tandem with 
their desire to maintain a specific, socially accepted balance and represents a fear of their 
own internalized queerness. After his meeting with Dr. Jekyll, Mr. Utterson meditates on 
his and Jekyll’s past mistakes. He worries for Dr. Jekyll, wondering if “the cancer of 
some concealed disgrace” is “punishment coming, pede claudo, years after memory has 
forgotten and self-love condoned the fault” (20). Utterson identifies with Dr. Jekyll by 
“groping in all the corners of memory” in case “by some chance Jack-in-the-Box of an 
old iniquity should leap to light there” (20). Utterson subtly veils his anguish about his 
own past and his own secrets through his concern for Dr. Jekyll. Once they begin to 
detect that Dr. Jekyll’s relationship with Mr. Hyde is dangerous and perfidious, Utterson, 
et al begin to place distance between themselves and Dr. Jekyll. Mr. Utterson notes, “It is 
one thing to mortify curiosity, another to conquer it” (40). Utterson senses danger not 
only for Dr. Jekyll’s sake but for his own. Though he thinks of Dr. Jekyll “kindly...his 
thoughts were disquieted and fearful” (40). He is relieved by Dr. Jekyll’s refusal to see 
him at times, preferring to speak with Poole on the doorstep than to “be admitted into that 
house of voluntary bondage and...sit and speak with its inscrutable recluse” (40). Utterson 
has noticed a stark change in the doctor’s deportment and his diction reflects that. He 
notes that Jekyll “now more than ever” confines himself “to the cabinet over the 
laboratory” and has grown “very silent” (39). Dr. Jekyll no longer reads and seems “out 
of spirits” (40). Yet, Utterson’s response is to visit Dr. Jekyll less and less frequently. His 
fear for a friend inspires him to write letters of concern to Dr. Jekyll; but his fear for 
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himself, a result of his recognition of the other within Dr. Jekyll, compels him to 
withdraw from Jekyll’s confidences. The text implies that Dr. Jekyll was considered 
“respectable” in that he presented himself in a way that may have subtly suggested his 
difference but masked it in the appropriate social circles. Mr. Hyde, on the other hand, 
represents an embodied version of their queer desire. His corrupt form repulses them not 
only because they see part of themselves within him but because Mr. Hyde represents the 
externalized form of their internalized desire. The balance that Utterson, Enfield and 
Lanyon wish to maintain has been disrupted by Mr. Hyde’s shockingly physical manner. 
Mr. Hyde’s “deformity,” his manner, unnerve the others because it ruptures their 
balanced social understanding of manner. After the murder of Sir Danvers Carew, Mr. 
Utterson’s suspicion of Hyde is sealed by the sight of the “broken and battered” stick, the 
same one “he had himself presented many years before to Henry Jekyll” (26). The stick is 
a phallic symbol that signifies a homoerotic bond between Mr. Utterson and Dr. Jekyll. 
Mr. Hyde’s use of the stick as a murderous weapon and the stick’s ultimate destruction 
signifies a movement from the private to the public sphere; his - meaning Dr. Jekyll’s - 
sexuality is no longer a secret. Before Mr. Hyde, the men were able to keep their desires 
in check; allowing them only to flourish off the page, in secrecy. However, once Mr. 
Hyde begins wreaking havoc on the streets of London, they all fear their own exposure to 
the derision of society. 
 Jekyll/Hyde’s individual manner links his body to his mind while the social 
understanding of normative manner exists within that link as a haunting force that 
dictates how, why, when and where he performs certain types of manner. It is both a part 
of and separate from the individual’s manner. In the final chapter, “Henry Jekyll’s Full 
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Statement of the Case,” Dr. Jekyll writes, “And indeed, the worst of my faults was a 
certain impatient gaiety of disposition, such as has made the happiness of many, but such 
as I found it hard to reconcile with my imperious desire to carry my head high, and wear 
a more than commonly grave countenance before the public” (70). Thus, he decides to 
conceal his pleasures and finds himself “committed to a profound duplicity of life” (70). 
This moment of course refers to Dr. Jekyll’s understanding of himself as “not one man, 
but two,” but more importantly, it reveals an undefined desire to maintain a certain 
“disposition” and “countenance” in front of certain people.  
Manner serves not only as something that is individually performed and 
interpreted but also as that which haunts all those who participate in the social ritual. As 
noted in the introduction, the individual reifies normative manner by performing it in 
society and rejecting others who refuse to do so. The rules and regulations of socially 
enforced manner haunt the individual, and question the way in which the characters 
interpret and identify one another. Even those outside Dr. Jekyll’s social circle 
distinguish something abnormal about the feeling Mr. Hyde’s presence elicits. Following 
the murder of Sir Danvers Carew, Utterson speaks to the maidservant who witnessed Mr. 
Hyde beat Sir Danvers to death.  After Utterson determines beyond reasonable doubt that 
Mr. Hyde is the perpetrator, he realizes that the few people who have attempted to 
describe Mr. Hyde have “differed widely...only on one point were they agreed; and that 
was the haunting sense of unexpressed deformity with which the fugitive impressed his 
beholders” (29). The differing accounts of Hyde’s manner reinforce him as an almost 
supernatural, looming presence. His paradoxical “unexpressed deformity” hangs 
threateningly over them, even when he is not there. As Mr. Utterson explains earlier in 
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the text, “the face of Hyde sat heavy on his memory” (19). Though Utterson claims its 
Hyde’s face that haunts him, it is the “nausea and distaste for life” that produces a 
“gloom of his spirits” (19). It is the feeling that Hyde evokes within him that haunts Mr. 
Utterson. Though they may not be able to discern it, Enfield, Utterson and Lanyon are 
haunted by Hyde’s manner because they perceive it as dangerous, hostile and outside the 
realm of normative society. Thus the social construction of manner haunts the individual 
as he navigates different people and situations. Manner is the constant interpretation of 
one another’s mental and physical connections that operates a form of haunting through 
its socially conditioned and produced behavioral laws. 
Dr. Lanyon’s death signifies a universal death of the doctor figure; after his death, 
Jekyll loses control of his transformations and the other characters abandon their desire to 
pathologize Hyde and instead find themselves haunted by all he represents. Mr. Hyde 
becomes a danger not only to their social capital but to their lives. Though they are 
already aware of his murderous proclivity, from this trampling of the little girl to his 
deadly assault of Sir Danvers, Dr. Lanyon’s death seems to be the result of his encounter 
with Dr. Jekyll, not Mr. Hyde. In their final meeting, Dr. Lanyon refuses to speak of Dr. 
Jekyll, calling on Mr. Utterson to spare him “any allusion to one whom I regard as dead” 
(38). Mr. Utterson attempts to appeal to Dr. Lanyon’s long friendship with Dr. Jekyll but 
Lanyon refuses explaining, “Utterson, after I am dead, you may perhaps come to learn 
the right and wrong of this” (38). In a self-fulfilling prophecy, Dr. Lanyon dies a few 
weeks later. The text suggests that his discovery of Dr. Jekyll’s secret leads not only to an 
untimely, and inexplicable, death but also to Dr. Jekyll’s decision to attempt to live a life 
in complete seclusion (39). A seemingly incomprehensible rift between old friends and 
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an enigmatic death are the last events to occur before Utterson and Enfield witness Dr. 
Jekyll almost, or partially, transform into Mr. Hyde through his window. 
In the end, Dr. Jekyll is forced to confront not only the consequences of Mr. 
Hyde’s manner but the haunting of his internalized queer desire that manifests in his 
collapse into Mr. Hyde and their increasingly conflated manner. Dr. Jekyll’s initial 
embrace of Mr. Hyde’s deviance pushes his queerness outward as Mr. Hyde grows 
stronger and begins to consume Dr. Jekyll. In his “Full Statement,” Dr. Jekyll discloses 
his “moral weakness” for the “liberty, the comparative youth, the light step, leaping 
pulses and secret pleasure” that he enjoyed “in the disguise of Hyde” (82). He details the 
first time he transformed into Mr. Hyde, “evil was written broadly and plainly on the face 
of the other” and “left an imprint of deformity and decay” (75). Dr. Jekyll’s 
metamorphosis took place within the privacy of his own home, far removed from the 
judging eyes of society. Despite his “deformity and decay,” Jekyll embraces the 
difference he perceives in the mirror. Though Jekyll recognizes a distinct change in his 
manner as he transforms into Mr. Hyde, he does not reject his “deformity” as Enfield, 
Utterson and Lanyon instinctually did; Jekyll writes, “This too, was myself” (75).  Within 
the safety of his own home, Jekyll sees Hyde as “natural and human” because he does not 
risk losing any of his social capital (75). Though Jekyll understands the classifying 
system that exists outside his home, in that moment, he is able to refuse what Bourdieu 
refers to as the “taxonomic principles underlying all the arbitrary provisions of” his 
culture (89). Instead, Jekyll is able to construct his own classifying system by embracing 
his queer manner. 
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The temptation of the deviant freedom of Mr. Hyde is a part of Dr. Jekyll and 
forces the connection between his internal and external self outward; the result is 
uncontrolled manner that not only appears threatening but that physically wreaks havoc 
on the streets of London. As Hyde consumes Dr. Jekyll’s repressed desires, he grows 
bolder and proves too strong for confinement. Once Mr. Hyde leaves Dr. Jekyll’s home, 
his irregular, unpredictable and often manic manner threaten to reduce Dr. Jekyll’s social 
capital by smearing his good name. Though manner indicates habitual behavior, Hyde’s 
only predictability lies in his unpredictability. He is full of contradictions; his manner is 
unstable and unfixed. Initially, Mr. Hyde tends to recede into the depths of his home or 
disappears for long stretches of time.  He only crops up randomly and infrequently at 
night. But as Hyde grows stronger, the increasingly conflated character of Jekyll/Hyde 
collapses the doctor into himself and simultaneously internalizes and externalizes his 
queerness. As Jekyll/Hyde spirals out of control, the other characters within Dr. Jekyll’s 
social circle feel threatened by his commitment to Hyde because they fear it will 
jeopardize his, and more importantly, their social capital.  
Dr. Jekyll’s attempts to conceal his alter-ego converge with the haunting of his 
manner. He is unable to control his bodily transformations and thus his manner. In turn, 
his uncontrollability pushes even further outward as he and Hyde begin to morph into one 
wholly confused identity. Once Mr. Hyde is unleashed, Jekyll quickly loses control over 
him. Despite his best attempts to push his queerness back down and in, it is too late. In 
“The Incident at the Window,” Mr. Utterson and Mr. Enfield drop by Dr. Jekyll’s home 
and converse with him through his window. They exchange pleasantries and Dr. Jekyll 
claims that he cannot come to greet them properly because he “is very low” 
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(43).  Suddenly, “the smile was struck out of” Dr. Jekyll’s “face and succeeded by an 
expression of such abject terror and despair” that it “froze the very blood of the two 
gentlemen below” (43). Though they only witness a “glimpse” before Jekyll slams the 
window shut, that glimpse is sufficient (43). The text hints that Jekyll is losing control 
just as it begins to suggest that Utterson and Enfield suspect something is amiss. The 
description of the “small glimpse” of a change in Jekyll’s “expression” is evocative of the 
language Utterson and Enfield use earlier to describe Hyde. From the moment they see 
Hyde, they are able to distinguish difference. Jekyll, on the other hand, they have never 
seen wear “an expression of such abject terror” (43). For the first time, they witness the 
doctor’s suffering. The text depicts a consistency in the way society interprets manner but 
a change in Jekyll’s personal deportment that he can no longer control and that is no 
longer socially acceptable. His manner, his connection between his body and mind, has 
been subsumed by Mr. Hyde. 
Society rejects both the deviance of Mr. Hyde and the refined Dr. Jekyll’s 
attempts to conceal him. As Jekyll/Hyde’s two identities fuse into one another, he must 
come to terms with his expression of his sexuality and its impact on his social capital.  By 
permitting Mr. Hyde to enter his society, Jekyll liberates his sexuality but marks his 
difference. His queerness pushes outward and manifests in his “deformed” manner.  This 
circular movement between the internal and external determines the queer representation 
of difference that society identifies and rejects. The character of Mr. Hyde hyperbolically 
embodies the physicality of manner through his deformed presentation and what that 
evokes in those around him. By adopting the sexological method of tracing Hyde’s 
external appearance to his internal self, we witness how an imbalance between one’s 
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body and mind leads to an uncontrollable externalization of what society has deemed 
unacceptable. Hyde’s overt queerness inspires fear in the other characters that leads them 
to attempt to control it through social rejection. When that disciplinary system fails them, 
they begin to experience the extreme fear and danger that the cultural haunting of 
normative manner reinforces. Though Hyde seems immune to the control of Derrida’s 
hegemonic social structure, “hegemony still organizes the repression and thus the 
confirmation of a haunting” (Derrida 37). In other words, the Jekyll that is still attached 
to Hyde continues to be haunted by same system that Hyde refuses. In the end, 
Jekyll/Hyde’s death reifies both the system of normative manner and the cultural 
haunting of it. As Jekyll writes in his “Full Statement,” “he had now seen the full 
deformity of that creature that shared with him some of the phenomena of consciousness” 
(89). This recognition of “full deformity,” of truly uncontrolled manner, leads what’s left 




Under the Veil: The Internalization of Queer Manner in The Lifted Veil 
Where Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde requires a close reading of how the other 
characters in the text read the Jekyll/Hyde figure, The Lifted Veil requires an in-depth 
examination of the way Latimer interprets himself based on his ability to read the minds 
of those around him. Scholars have primarily focused on George Eliot’s The Lifted Veil 
as a text that subverts gender norms through the main character, Latimer, and his 
feminine inclinations. Where Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde has been viewed as text that 
features a whole host of queer subtext, The Lifted Veil has generally been considered as a 
work that was written by a woman and in turn undermines typical Victorian gender roles. 
Placing it alongside Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and The Yellow Wallpaper, however, allows 
for a reading of Latimer as a queer character whose manner dramatically pushes inward. 
Where Hyde’s deviant sexuality pushes outward and manifests more obviously in the 
way his society interprets his bodily manner, Latimer’s queerness forces his manner to 
turn inward. Readers are forced to wait until the end of the text to fully understand the 
connection between Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. In The Lifted Veil, however, the text opens 
with Latimer’s claim, “the time of my end approaches” and immediately invites readers 
to question why and how Latimer predicts his own demise (4). The text quickly reveals 
that Latimer’s weakened state is a byproduct of fantastical visions and thus aligns readers 
with Latimer as they both attempt to understand what his visions mean and how they 
impact his relationships. The text reveals that Latimer’s repressed queer desire transforms 
his psychological constitution and alters the way he behaves in certain social situations. 
The text also suggests that his altered perspective results from an early encounter with his 
beloved schoolmate, Charles. Though his visions take on various forms, Latimer’s 
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interpretation of them relies upon his early childhood encounter with phrenology and his 
subsequent diagnosis. Manner once again functions at both the individual and social level 
by determining how manner is indicative of social class and health as well as how the 
drive for normative manner produces a cultural haunting that manifests in Latimer’s 
phantasmagoric visions. Latimer writes that others begin to notice his “condition” and out 
of fear of discovery, he isolates himself from society. However, even in isolation, his 
difference is haunted by the way in which his visions threaten the connection between his 
internal and external self. Ultimately, his manner, like that of Jekyll/Hyde’s, becomes 
uncontrolled and uncontrollable. In the end, the balance between his internal and external 
self is severely disrupted as his visions force him to turn further and further inward. As 
Latimer invests more time and mental energy into presenting himself in a normative way, 
both his mental and physical health deteriorate. Unlike Hyde, Latimer is still very 
connected to the part of himself that is haunted by the social expectation of manner. Thus 
his inability to control his manner and the haunting of it force him to further suppress his 
queerness, which ultimately results in more intense visions. 
In order to read Latimer as a queer character, I apply queer historian David 
Halperin’s understanding of the “friendship tradition” to The Lifted Veil (101). Halperin 
argues that the “friendship tradition” was often used to mask male homosexual 
relationships and while friendship was often all about “sameness,” sexual love was 
“about penetration and therefore all about position, superiority and inferiority, rank and 
status, gender and difference” (101). When Latimer first encounters his friend, Charles 
Meunier, he writes that they initially bonded over a shared feeling of loneliness before 
digressing into an outline of all their differences. While Latimer enjoys Shakespeare and 
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Don Quixote, Charles Meunier pursues medical studies (8). He remarks, “[Charles 
Meunier] was an orphan, who lived on a miserable pittance while he pursued the medical 
studies for which he had a special genius. Strange! that with my vague mind, susceptible 
and unobservant, hating inquiry and given up to contemplation, I should have been drawn 
towards a youth whose strongest passion was science” (8). Latimer identifies his interest 
in Charles as “strange,” non-normative, and attributes that strangeness to their 
differences. Yet their “bond was not an intellectual one,” rather “it came from a source 
that can happily blend the stupid with the brilliant, the dreamy with the practical: it came 
from community of feeling” (8). Though not quite the rigid dualistic thought that 
Halperin outlines - “superiority and inferiority, rank and status, gender and difference” - 
Latimer and Charles’ differences are presented to readers as existing in opposition. The 
only common ground appears to be loneliness. Latimer recognizes Charles’ isolation as 
akin to his own and makes “timid advances toward” him. As a result, “there sprang up as 
much comradeship” between them as their “different habits would allow” (9). Though 
their differences could have hindered their friendship, they have instead fostered a deep 
and strong bond. Latimer’s childhood friendship with Charles is the only moment in the 
text where he appears to be happy; and yet, he specifies that the only reason he writes of 
this joyous moment in his life is because of its “connection with a strange and terrible 
scene which I shall have to narrate in my subsequent life” (8). Though Latimer never 
details what the “connection” between his friendship with Charles and the “strange and 
terrible scene” he refers to, the implication is that his first encounter with his foresight is 
a direct result of his affection for Charles. 
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I interpret Latimer and Charles’ budding friendship at school as a bourgeois male 
friendship that masks same-sex desire. Though I read Latimer as queer, I do so within the 
scientific and medical framework of the Victorian understanding of the social 
codification of difference. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick argues that the emergence of the 
bourgeoisie in the Victorian era generated a necessity for new forms of homosocial 
bonding that rejected all femininity and, therefore, aristocratic beliefs (207). Though 
Halperin initially distances the friendship tradition from sexual love, he quickly 
acknowledges that while friendship centers on sameness, sameness is rooted in an 
interpretation of masculinity (102). The text initially depicts Latimer and Charles’ 
friendship in terms of difference; however, that opposition quickly blurs into something 
that resembles neither sameness nor difference. Latimer and Charles occupy a liminal 
space between friendship and sexual love that Halperin designates as a place where 
“socially empowered men… express… sentiments of passionate and mutual love for one 
another” (101). Latimer’s attraction toward Charles is concealed through the rise of a 
bourgeois male friendship. As evidenced in the quote above, the subtle language he uses 
to describe his friendship with Charles lifts the veil on his queer desire.  
This queerness is identified early in Latimer’s childhood by the phrenologist, Mr. 
Letherall, and in turn directly shapes Latimer’s perspective of what constitutes normative 
manner as well as how and why he acts and thinks in certain ways. His knowledge of 
what constitutes normative manner causes him to internalize the idea that he does not fit 
within those constraints. In order to detail how Latimer’s queer desire manifests in his 
manner, we must first examine his experience with the phrenologist, Mr. Letherall. Mr. 
Letherall examines the shape, size and form of Latimer’s skull in an attempt to determine 
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his psychological inclinations and diagnose his poetic proclivity (6). He detects both an 
“excess” and a “deficiency” in Latimer’s skull and explains that these indentations 
indicate a lack of interest in natural history, science and modern languages (6). Similar to 
sexology, the goal of phrenology was to recognize various skull shapes, sizes and forms 
to determine psychological inclinations. Phrenology’s attempt to determine the internal 
through external evaluation lays the foundation for sexology’s later effort to pathologize 
sexual behavior and suggest that same-sex desire was a mental illness caused by bad 
genes. By the time of The Lifted Veil’s publication in 1850, phrenology had been widely 
debunked as pseudoscience. But its appearance in the text as a medical narrative that 
diagnoses Latimer’s difference suggests that certain aspects of its methodologies and 
objectives remained intact, specifically its objective to link the physical to the 
psychological. As Kate Flint points out, at first it seems that Mr. Letherall’s prescription 
of  “a course of scientific, classificatory education,” fails as it “effects no conspicuous 
change in his innate disposition” (461). Yet, the text subtly suggests that is not the case. 
We don’t know for certain if he diagnosed Latimer’s interest in poetry as “deficient” but 
we do know that Latimer believes Letherall’s diagnosis played a key role in how his 
father then chose to educate him. Latimer writes, “I am not aware how much Mr. 
Letherall had to do with the system afterwards adopted towards me, but it was presently 
clear that private tutors, natural history, science, and the modern languages, were the 
appliances by which the defects of my organisation were to be remedied” (6). It may fail 
in the sense that Latimer continues to prefer poetry over history but Letherall’s diagnosis 
provides Latimer with a specific understanding of what society considers normal and 
abnormal. 
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Latimer’s frequent return to his childhood diagnosis signals an internalized 
understanding of both his femininity as well as his homosexuality. As Kate Flint and Jill 
Galvan have argued, these attributes, along with others, distinguish Latimer as a feminine 
subject (Flint 462, Galvan 241). By the time Latimer meets Charles, he has already been 
marked as unusual by his father, Mr. Letherall and himself. As Jill Galvan has already 
argued, Latimer’s “‘morbidly sensitive nature,’ his ‘fragile, nervous, ineffectual self,’ and 
his ‘half-womanish, half-ghostly beauty’ connote the seance medium’s particular milieu 
and feminine attributes” (241). Though Galvan is primarily interested in reading Latimer 
as a mediating narrator, her alignment of his feminine attributes with his somewhat 
phantasmagoric narration, distinguishes Latimer not only as a feminine character but his 
“super-added consciousness” as a seemingly feminine attribute. Latimer writes later in 
life, “I knew my father’s thought about me: ‘That lad will never be good for anything in 
his life: he may waste his years in an insignificant way on the income that falls to him: I 
shall not trouble myself about a career for him’” (25). The fact that this is Latimer’s 
interpretation of his father’s feelings towards him tells us that he has fully internalized his 
father’s negative perspective of him. He is a leech that drains his father’s resources; he is 
more of a nuisance, perhaps more like a daughter, than a son. While Mr. Letherall and his 
father cause Latimer to internalize society’s judgments of difference, Charles evokes the 
very desire they attempt to diagnose and fix through his interest specifically in Latimer’s 
difference. The convergence of his desire for Charles with his cognizance of the social 
norms his father and Mr. Letherall reinforce pushes Latimer’s queerness inward; as a 
result, he has his first “vision” (8). After describing his initial meeting and interest in 
Charles, Latimer enigmatically discloses, “I have mentioned this one friendship because 
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of its connection with a strange and terrible scene...This happier life in Geneva was put 
an end to by a severe illness” (8). The quick narrative jump from his happy life with 
Charles to his first vision hints that Latimer believes his illness to be a result of his 
“friendship” with Charles. He explains that he spent most of his time in bed, and only 
“dimly-remembered” the precise sequence of events. However, he distinctly recalls his 
father speaking to him and mentioning Prague (9). He then describes his first vision, “My 
father...left my mind resting on the word Prague, with a strange sense that a new and 
wondrous scene was breaking upon me” (9). After depicting the city in vivid detail, “A 
stunning clang of metal suddenly thrilled through” him and he became “conscious of the 
objects in the room again” (9). Latimer’s inability to reconcile his feelings for Charles 
with the pressure of societal expectations triggers his first vision. Subsequently, 
throughout the text Latimer repeatedly connects his childhood diagnosis, which Galvin 
and Flint have argued code him as feminine, to his visions. “There is no need to dwell on 
this part of my life,” Latimer writes of his childhood, “I have said enough to indicate that 
my nature was of the sensitive, unpractical order, and that it grew up in an uncongenial 
medium, which could never foster it into happy, healthy development” (7). He links his 
visions to his inclination for “unpractical literary pursuits” (461). The text presents 
Latimer’s social difference as innately feminine and reveals his belief that it is directly 
connected to his visions, which are a manifestation of his repressed queer desire. 
Latimer’s external feminine behavior and his internal repressed sexuality conflate 
his external presentation with his internal desire. His manner, the connection between his 
internal and external, is read and interpreted by the other characters in the text as 
different. As he reflects upon his first vision, Latimer wonders if it was all a dream, “was 
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it the poet’s nature in me, hitherto only a troubled yearning sensibility, now manifesting 
itself suddenly as spontaneous creation?...Was it that my illness had wrought some happy 
change in my organisation--given a firmer tension to my nerves--carried off some dull 
obstruction?” (10). Latimer blames his “poet’s nature” for his difference. His attention to 
the “firmer tension” in his “nerves” can be interpreted as both physical and 
psychological. He acknowledges the change in his manner, his “organisation,” but 
struggles to identify why. Latimer continues to refuse to acknowledge his sexual 
difference and thus fails to understand why his individual connection between his body 
and mind has altered so greatly.  
Latimer’s father functions as the authoritative figure that is both a masculine role 
model as well as a successful heterosexual that reinforces normative manner. Though the 
text’s later marriage plot gently suggests that Latimer’s nervous condition stems from his 
enamor for Bertha, the queer subtext supports the notion that Latimer’s true anxiety is 
caused by his fear of discovery, specifically, his father’s discovery of his secret. Latimer 
appears to attribute his fainting to seeing Bertha for the first time, “[his father] made no 
further allusion to the fact of my having fainted at the moment of seeing her” (13). But he 
also immediately admits that he “would not for the world have told [his father] the 
reason” (13). Latimer fears “disclosing to any one what might be regarded as a pitiable 
peculiarity” but most of all fears “betraying it to [his] father, who would have suspected 
[Latimer’s] sanity after” (13). The fact that Latimer’s visions often take place before or 
during meetings with his father reinforces the notion that his visions are small implosions 
of his repressed same-sex desire that he conflates with his femininity. His father, an 
authority figure, reminds Latimer of the normative expectation; though he attempts to 
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force his desire down and in, it implodes into his visions that threaten to alter his manner. 
“Shortly after this last occurrence,” Latimer writes in reference to his fainting, “I began to 
be aware of a phase in my abnormal sensibility, to which, from the languid and slight 
nature of my intercourse with others since my illness, I had not been alive before” (13). 
Latimer, still uncertain of what exactly is occurring, notes a change in his already 
“abnormal sensibility” caused by his visions. He is both excited by his new “power” and 
also fearful that his father will discover it (12). He contemplates, “but was it a power? 
Might it not rather be a disease” (12). His uncertainty manifests in his fainting; if his 
visions are a “super-added consciousness,” Latimer’s losing all consciousness in the face 
of his father as he experiences a vision suggests that the two cannot exist simultaneously. 
Initially, the text suggests that Latimer’s desire for normativity is driven by his 
father’s disciplinarian role; however, as Latimer’s visions intensify, he internalizes 
normative manner as the thing that protects his secret and eventually becomes his own 
disciplinarian. The direct, but one-directional line between Latimer’s mind and the minds 
of those around him becomes difficult for him to navigate in social situations. His 
brother, for instance, occasionally stutters and since Latimer can read his mind, he often 
finishes Alfred’s sentences for him. Latimer claims that his “impatience and jealousy” 
impels him to finish Alfred’s statements. Latimer appears to weigh the risk of exposure 
against the reward of both embarrassing and confusing his brother. He finishes Alfred’s 
sentences and let people believe he is being rude. He is somewhat successful in using his 
clairvoyance to advance his social capital in that “no one gave any sign of having noticed 
[his] interruption as more than rudeness” (18). They all forgive his impertinence because 
they attribute it to his “feeble nervous condition” (18). Though these moments have the 
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potential to give Latimer away, his risk pays off and he is able to use his visions to 
advance his social capital. Latimer attempts to understand the fantastic nature of his 
visions in order to mask their impact on him. While he briefly attempts to utilize them to 
advance his social capital, ultimately, he realizes that using his clairvoyance in social 
situations is more of a risk than reward. He mimics the role of the physician, that we see 
played by Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Letherall, and attempts to medicalize his condition. If we 
read Latimer’s visions as an implosion of his repressed queer desire, his disgust for 
intruding into other people’s minds is both a recognition and fear of being different. By 
peeling away the visual layer we associate with manner, Latimer’s visions disrupt the 
agreed upon balance of the social interpretation of manner.  
Latimer’s ability to transgress the boundaries between minds collapses the system 
of manner that requires an interpretation of the mind/body connection. The hegemonic 
structure of normative manner magnifies Latimer’s recognition of his own difference 
while his clairvoyance obscures his ability to read and understand the way in which those 
around him read his difference. He quickly becomes tormented by the dissolution of 
boundaries between his mind and the minds of those around him. He writes, “the nervous 
fatigue of this existence, the insincerities and platitudes which I had to live twice over--
through my inner and outward sense--would have been maddening to me, if I had not had 
that sort of intoxicated callousness which came from the delights of first passion” (30). 
Latimer leverages his foresight as social capital to defeat his brother in the competition 
for Bertha’s affection. The text suggests that this victory along with the subsequent 
heterosexual union momentarily proves Latimer’s masculinity and heteronormativity. 
Yet, Latimer admits that he is only drawn to Bertha because he cannot hear her thoughts, 
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explaining that “the weariness and disgust of this involuntary intrusion into other souls 
was counteracted only by [his] ignorance of Bertha” and his subsequent “growing passion 
for her” (18). It is not her beauty or her mind that attracts Latimer but her normalcy. He 
can read her manner in a familiar way and is not harassed by her thoughts; she is 
detached, safe. He loses the ability to interpret the manner of his peers and his constant 
invasion of others’ thoughts disrupts the harmonious relationship between his mind and 
body that allowed him to pass as socially acceptable. 
Though the role of the doctor continues to act as a pathologizing force throughout 
the text, the failure of Latimer, or anyone for that matter, to fully medicalize Latimer’s 
visions shifts the narrative away from the realism so commonly associated with Eliot’s 
works. Instead, readers encounter a fragmented Gothic narrative that generates a haunting 
of manner. At first, Latimer writes that he waited in “excited expectation” for “a 
recurrence of his new gift” as his “powers of walking increased” (11). But this initial 
excitement wears off after he suffers his second vision, which takes the form of foresight. 
Suddenly, Latimer no longer considers his visions to be a gift and instead claims, 
“already I had begun to taste something of the horror that belongs to the lot of a human 
being whose nature is not adjusted to simple human conditions” (12). Though Latimer 
never states what “human conditions” he refers to, his allusion to “a human being whose 
nature is not adjusted” recalls Mr. Letherall’s diagnosis within the context of Latimer’s 
visions. Latimer does not know what they are or what they mean but he does know that 
they are abnormal, unnatural and potentially horrific. 
The way Latimer refers to his “super-added consciousness” suggests that he 
believes his visions to be a product of his mind; yet, his vivid descriptions of realistic 
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scenes confuse the simple understanding of his visions as internal by subtly depicting 
them as projections of reality. Of his first vision, Latimer questions, “was this a dream--
this wonderfully distinct vision--minute in its distinctness down to a patch of rainbow 
light on the pavement, transmitted through a coloured lamp in the shape of a star--of a 
strange city, quite unfamiliar to my imagination?” (9). Though he had “seen no picture of 
Prague,” he had experienced it’s image with what appears to him to be perfect clarity (9). 
Similarly, in his second vision he sees Bertha, whom he claims he has never met, wearing 
a “pale-green dress” with “green leaves that seemed to form a border about her pale 
blond hair” (11). Moments later, he finds himself face to face with the same “slim blond-
haired girl” (12). Unable to process the extraordinary situation, Latimer faints and this 
vivid externalization does not last long. By the following page, Latimer recognizes a new 
“abnormal sensibility” that takes the form of an “obtrusion on [his] mind” (13). He 
writes, “the mental process going forward in first one person, and then another, with 
whom I happened to be in contact: the vagrant, frivolous ideas and emotions of some 
uninteresting acquaintance...would force themselves on my consciousness like an 
importunate, ill-played musical instrument” (13). These different forms of visions accost 
Latimer in quick succession, and all occur as he is recovering from the illness he suffered 
after his trip with Charles Meunier. Their changing form and unpredictability produce a 
haunting that subverts his understanding of normative manner through his inability to 
read and interpret the manner of others. He writes, “this superadded consciousness, 
wearing and annoying enough when it urged on me the trivial experience of indifferent 
people, became an intense pain and grief when it seemed to be opening to me the souls of 
those who were in close relation to me” (13-14). Latimer’s manner is haunted by his 
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desire to appear normal but he struggles to read and interpret the manner of those around 
him. In turn, he is unable to alter his own manner to fit the social situation because he is 
too preoccupied with filtering their thoughts. Where normative manner relies upon the 
interpretation of the connection between one’s body and mind, Latimer’s visions disrupt 
this connection by forcing him to focus more intensely on the mind. 
Latimer’s manner is haunted by his fear that others will discover his difference 
and as his anxiety surrounding this fear mounts, his understanding of what constitutes the 
body and the mind collapses. As his visions intensify, so too does his confusion. Recall 
Derrida’s notion of haunting in which “haunting belongs to the structure of hegemony” 
(37). The text implies that Latimer is aware of how his manner is non-normative, and is 
haunted by it. After he and Bertha are married for some time, the text reveals that Bertha 
perceives that he is capable of reading her in a way that she is not capable of reading him. 
Latimer notes Bertha “had begun to suspect... that there was an abnormal power of 
penetration in me--that fitfully, at least, I was strangely cognisant of her thoughts and 
intentions, and she began to be haunted by a terror of me” (33). Through his 
clairvoyance, Latimer writes that he knew she was hoping he would commit suicide, but 
his “one ardent desire had spent itself,” and for this reason he “never though of taking 
any steps toward a complete separation” (33). Suicide was simply not in his “nature” 
(33). The structure of hegemony that Bertha represents is one of heternormativity. Her 
desire that Latimer commit suicide mirrors the idea that the social construction of 
normative manner must reject Latimer’s queerness. The fact that Latimer can hear these 
thoughts but is “too completely swayed by the sense that [he] was in the grasp of 
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unknown forces, to believe in [his] power of self-release” is evidence of the haunting his 
manner suffers. 
Though Latimer’s visions often foreshadow his own death, the haunting in The 
Lifted Veil is powered by the fear of exposure. Where Utterson, Enfield and Lanyon fear 
the revelation of their difference, Latimer fears the unveiling of the source of his 
difference. Since Latimer has been marked as different from a young age, he has 
internalized the idea that his difference, his queerness, is to be feared and hidden. He is 
able to mask his difference through his manner; he acts certain ways in certain social 
situations and is able to exist relatively undetected. Recall the encounter I described 
above with his brother Alfred. Latimer reads his mind and finishes Alfred’s sentences for 
him, but everyone who witnesses this odd coincidence names his intervention “rudeness,” 
rather than a form of mind-reading, and attribute it to his “nervous, feeble condition,” 
(18). Latimer’s social circle knows of his difference. What they don’t know is the power 
that exists within it and without it: his visions. That power, or curse as Latimer comes to 
think of it, is what he must keep secret, for his visions are what threaten his manner and 
in turn his social capital. During a walk with Bertha before they are married, Latimer 
blurts out, “Bertha, shall you love me when we are first married? I wouldn’t mind if you 
really loved me only for a little while” (27). In this brief moment, he believes he has 
betrayed himself; he alludes to a vision he had where he and Bertha are married in the 
future but she no longer loves him. He quickly abandons her “full of indignation against” 
himself (27). He writes, “I had let slip words which, if she reflected on them, might rouse 
in her a suspicion of my abnormal mental condition--a suspicion which of all things I 
dreaded” (27). Though Bertha was a part of the group that excused his “rudeness” for his 
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“feeble condition” earlier, Latimer still fears that she will find out about his “abnormal 
mental condition” (18, 27). This seeming contradiction reveals that Latimer is aware that 
they know of a certain type of difference, a difference they’ve decided to accept, but 
remain unaware of his visions and the way in which these visions alter and impact the 
connection between Latimer’s body and mind. Latimer’s visions are what Derrida names 
“the condition that one can never distinguish between the future-to-come and the coming-
back of a specter” (38). They are what Julian Wolfreys calls “the invisible within the 
visible” (x). They are Latimer’s queer desire within visions of his impending doom. They 
are his past within his future, his future within his past. 
Latimer’s inability to cope with the constant onslaught of others’ thoughts forces 
him into isolation. Despite living alone, his manner continues to decline, “I always shrank 
from the sight of a new person, and all the more when it was a person whose mental life 
was likely to weary my reluctant insight with worldly ignorant trivialities” (35). Latimer 
avoids people whenever he can and grows more jittery each day. But it is a new 
maidservant that evokes a “vague dread...that some sickening new vision would reveal to 
her” that Latimer is some kind of “an evil genius” (35). There is something within her -- 
or perhaps without her -- that Latimer can sense but not quite name. He interprets her 
much in the same way that Utterson first interpreted Mr. Hyde, “there is something more, 
if I could find a name for it” (18, emphasis original). Latimer, like Utterson, is uncertain 
what precisely about the maidservant evokes a “vague dread” (35). Though the 
maidservant herself is an embodied person, the feeling which she evokes within Latimer 
is what Derrida names “the specter without body, without present reality, without 
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actuality or effectivity” (39). This dread haunts Latimer for what it will become and what 
it already is.  
Charles Meunier’s return at the very end of the text signifies a return of the 
physician figure as well as a return of Latimer’s repressed queer desire. Derrida’s 
argument that the specter is the dread of what to come that lacks a “present reality” 
appears to Latimer in the embodied and disembodied return of his past. Charles Meunier 
is still everything that Latimer is not; he is a well-known and respected doctor throughout 
Europe and everyone, including Bertha, enjoys having him around (38). In these days 
with Charles, Latimer’s prevision falls away completely, indicating that when Charles is 
around, the desire that causes his visions is not repressed. Latimer’s interest in him has 
not changed, he writes, “I...felt as if his presence would be to me like a transient 
resurrection into a happier pre-existence” (37). The text begins with Letherall’s diagnosis 
of Latimer’s difference and it ends with an externalization of Charles’ internal when he 
performs a blood transfusion on Bertha’s maidservant. As Charles performs the 
transfusion, Bertha is present but Latimer forgets “everything but Meunier and the 
experiment” (41). For twenty minutes, he sees only himself and Charles, their senses 
“closed against all sounds or sights which had no relation to” the blood transfusion (41). 
It is a good-bye scene. Latimer allows himself to be absorbed by Charles for one final 
moment before the narrative shifts the focus back to the heterosexual story line.  
By implanting Charles’ blood into a female character, the text attempts to 
heteronormalize Latimer’s queer desire. The haunting of manner collides with the 
disciplining of manner in the penultimate scene when Charles inserts his blood into the 
maidservant. Though the blood transfusion scene is riddled with Latimer’s disdainful 
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thoughts about Bertha, the text suggests that his repulsion of her is a result of his failure 
to heed the warning of his earlier visions. He ignored the vision that revealed how much 
Bertha would despise him, he ignored the uneasiness the new maidservant evoked within 
him. Latimer writes, “What secret was there between Bertha and this woman? I turned 
my eyes from her with a horrible dread lest my insight should return, and I should be 
obliged to see what had been breeding about two unloving women’s hearts” (41). Just as 
Dr. Jekyll cannot control Mr. Hyde, Latimer cannot control his visions and fears what 
they will reveal as well as what others will think of that revelation. 
The blood transfusion calls into question the characters’ understanding of what 
constitutes the internal and external self and how it relates to those around them. If we 
trace the movement of his blood, from inside his body, to outside both of their bodies, to 
within her body, we witness the deconstruction of normative manner. The specter of 
Latimer's past subverts what the disciplining of manner attempts to reify: a stable 
connection between the body and the mind that exists in harmony with others. Again, 
readers witness the seeds that would later grow into sexology as the text attempts to link 
the internal to the external. Latimer’s comment that Bertha takes pleasure in the “agonies 
of a dying race” recalls Ellis’ attempt to connect blood and genetics to gender inferiority 
and sexual deviance (Ellis 199). This highly sexualized act subverts the normative 
understanding of both the body and the mind, as the blood brings the maidservant back to 
life. Kate Flint has already explained why blood transfusions were considered highly 
sexualized medical procedures in the Victorian era. Using Dracula as an example, she 
notes, “there is an illicit thrill involved in the exchange of fluids,” between Dr. Seward 
and Lucy (469). Just as in Dracula, in The Lifted Veil, the doctor is a man who transfuses 
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his own blood into the body of a seemingly lifeless woman in order to bring her back to 
life. As the transfusion takes place, Latimer glances at Bertha, who refuses to leave her 
maidservant’s side and wonders, “how that face of hers could ever have seemed to me the 
face of a woman born of a woman, with memories of childhood, capable of pain, needing 
to be fondled?” (41). This vague allusion to birth once again recenters the blood 
transfusion within the sexual sphere as “medical writings...helped to sexualize the 
practice of blood transfusion, since it was most commonly carried out on women who 
were about to give birth or who had just given birth” (Flint 469). 
The heterosexualization of Latimer’s desire fails when the maidservant reveals 
that Bertha was trying to poison him and the text ends with the revelation of Bertha’s 
secret, rather than Latimer’s secret, in order to maintain the queering that occurred during 
the blood transfusion. Bertha is exposed, not Latimer. Latimer is allowed to keep both his 
visions and his sexuality but the cost is the failure of the transference. His immovable 
queerness forces him into isolation. Charles Meunier is quickly pushed out of Latimer’s 
narrative, his final appearance as a doctor who has failed to properly diagnose the 
situation. The text leaves him “paralyzed” in a moment where “life...ceased to be a 
scientific problem to him” (42). Though Latimer’s secret is not a part of the big 
unveiling, it continues to haunt him through the curse of his “insight” (42). The text 
wraps itself up by ending where it began. The haunting of the physician converges with 
Latimer’s failed attempts at a heteronormative life. Though less violent than the death of 
Jekyll/Hyde, the ultimate result is the same. Latimer cannot exist within society and is 
pushed to the margins. Though he does not die within the framework of the text, his final 
lines imply that he is in the process of dying. Just like Jekyll/Hyde, he must die in 
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isolation, leaving behind only a written transcript as a desperate plea for understanding. 
Latimer’s queerness is forced inward, where Jekyll/Hyde’s pushed out, but the end result 
remains the same: a deeply confused and imbalanced understanding of one’s own internal 
and external self that cannot exist within the embodied social system nor cope with the 
disembodied haunting of manner. This disruption, though it undermines the system of 
manner as social capital, results in the ultimate reification of heteronormative manner. 
The haunting of manner looms over both Dr. Jekyll and Latimer and ultimately leads to 
the failure of their subversive internal/external connection. They, along with their 
societies, reject their queer manner and thus both texts end in heteronormative victory. 
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To Have and to Creep: Creeping as the Externalization of Queer Desire 
 
In The Yellow Wallpaper, the narrator’s failed attempt at maternity, alluded to 
throughout the text, results in an externalization of her queer manner. The narrator also 
experiences visions, but unlike Latimer, she does not attribute them to a “double-
consciousness,” or a supernatural mental awareness, but rather to what she describes as 
externalized woman-esque shadows creeping behind the yellow wallpaper in the room 
her husband confines her to. Manner once again operates as both an embodied 
disciplining agent as well as a disembodied haunting. However, in this text, the 
narrative’s drive toward normativity fails and in the end, the narrator retains her agency 
as well as her queer manner. Though she is depicted as hysterical or even mad, her 
survival through the end suggests that while society will continue to try to regulate her, 
there is some time or place where her queerness thrives. While Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde 
and The Lifted Veil both end with the protagonists’ deaths in isolation, The Yellow 
Wallpaper ends with the narrator, seemingly mad, stepping over her husband’s 
unconscious body and exclaiming, “I’ve got out [of the wallpaper] at last...and I’ve 
pulled off most of the paper, so you can’t put me back!” (36). She subverts the normative 
manner her husband attempts to control and instead becomes a part of the haunting of 
manner I’ve discussed in the previous two chapters. By reading the narrator as a queer 
character that has failed to fulfill her maternal, feminine role, I argue that the narrator’s 
individual understanding of her body and mind undermines and threatens the normative 
manner that her husband and doctor, John, attempts to regulate. At certain moments, the 
communication between her body and mind breaks down and John attempts to remedy 
her difference by suggesting she behave in a specific way. However, at other times, the 
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narrator reveals that she understands how and why John is reading her manner as non-
normative and in turn performs normative manner in order to trick him into believing that 
she is adapting to his control. She subverts his hegemonic structure by playing into it and 
exploiting it. Thus the haunting in The Yellow Wallpaper still belongs to Derrida’s 
“structure of hegemony,” but in the end the narrator becomes a part of the haunting that 
undermines the social perception of normative manner. The narrator’s individual 
understanding of her own body and mind subverts the social hegemony that wants to 
methodically trace and link the external to the internal. In its place, the narrator’s ultimate 
collapse into the conjured externalization of her own psyche deconstructs the nineteenth-
century understanding of body and mind.  
 Manner as a disciplinary force fails to control the narrator as she confuses and 
conflates her internal and external self through the externalization of her repressed 
internal self. She projects her fear and frustration into and onto the yellow wallpaper and 
in turn struggles to interpret the connection between her body and mind. She is unable to 
reconcile her understanding of herself with John’s diagnosis of her difference. After the 
first time she notices the woman in the wallpaper creeping, she wakes John and asks him 
not to leave her any more. Though he states that he believes she is getting better, she 
responds, “better in body perhaps--” (24). The narrator’s melancholic response evokes a 
sharp reaction from John, “My darling...I beg of you, for my sake and for our child’s 
sake, as well as for your own, that you will never for one instant let that idea enter your 
mind!” (24). John is threatened by her suggestion that her body and mind don’t align. He 
warns the narrator, “there is nothing so dangerous, so fascinating, to a temperament like 
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yours” (24). Just as Dr. Jekyll diagnoses Mr. Hyde and Mr. Letherall diagnoses Latimer, 
John interprets the narrator’s difference through her non-normative manner.  
By attributing the narrator’s frightening manner to her “hysterical nervous 
condition,” the text questions how its characters, and readers, understand the connection 
between the body and the mind. The “condition” the narrator frequently refers to 
throughout the text resembles the nineteenth-century medical understanding of hysteria. 
In Man and Woman, Havelock Ellis argues that hysteria is somewhat socially contagious. 
Drawing from the experience of a prison matron, he writes, “An English prison matron 
confessed that sometimes when she heard the women under her care “break out” (as it is 
called) and commence smashing and destroying everything they could get a hold of, it 
was as much as she could do to restrain herself from joining in...In hysteria, this tendency 
is so heightened that it becomes irresistible, and it may be aroused by the faintest 
suggestion from without, and also from within” (282). This potentially explains why John 
isolates the narrator, for fear that others will influence her and that she may influence 
others. More importantly, however, is the way Ellis focuses on the “suggestion from 
without, and also from within,” (282). Hysteria, to Ellis, is both an external and internal 
affliction and thus needs both external and internal treatment. The text aligns sensitivity, 
a characteristic typically associated with femininity and with hysteria, with a loss of self-
control. Kernels of sexology lurk in the language the narrator uses when explaining how 
John has diagnosed and treated her. In Havelock Ellis’s Man and Woman hysteria is 
defined as “a disease which affects the whole nervous system, and more especially the 
brain” (281). Much like the sexologist, John is driven by his desire to trace the narrator’s 
external to her internal in order to fix it. 
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John acts as husband, physician and prison guard as he attempts to discipline her 
manner by providing treatment for both her body and mind through extreme confinement. 
He represents the drive to pathologize, contain and fix difference. He is an agent of 
discipline that is “practical in the extreme” and “scoffs openly at any talk of things not to 
be felt and seen and put down in figures” (9). Just like the sexological undertones of Dr. 
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and the phrenological themes of The Lifted Veil, John’s practicality 
and desire to feel and see mimics the desire to trace what can be visually interpreted to 
what is evoked within the onlooker. Throughout the text he is constantly reminding the 
narrator what to think and feel and how to treat her body. He advises her to control her 
emotions, get lots of rest and do her best not to think about her “condition” (10). Though 
the narrator seems to present his care as loving at first, her extreme domestic confinement 
and off-hand comments - “John is a physician and perhaps...perhaps that is the reason I 
do not get well faster” - suggest that his treatment is suffocating (9-10). The narrator 
believes that John’s status as a doctor contributes to her sickness, rather than her 
recovery. According to her, he does not believe she is sick and instead suffers from a 
“temporary nervous depression--a slight hysterical tendency” (10). He wants her to get 
better but why is wants her to get better is unclear. The narrator implies that he believes 
that her difference, her “slight hysterical tendency” is easily remedied. Upon first 
reading, it appears almost as if John believes her “condition” to be entirely psychological. 
However, his physical containment of the narrator, and his later interpretation of her 
behavior, reveal that he bases his diagnosis on the way he interprets the connection 
between her body and her mind.  
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John attempts to control both her body and her mind in an attempt to normalize 
her increasingly hysterical manner. Though the narrator never depicts it as such, his 
decision to keep her in an old nursery seems sadistic. She writes of the room: “I suppose 
when this was used as a playroom they had to take the nursery things out, and no 
wonder...the wall-paper...is torn off in spots, and it sticketh closer than a brother--they 
must have had perseverance as well as hatred” (17). The text suggests that the narrator’s 
hysteria and depression are the result of her failure to fulfill a maternal role. Therefore, 
John’s decision to keep her in this specific room seems like an attempt to constantly 
remind the narrator her rightful place. However, his attempt fails as the narrator seems 
only able to identify the grotesque and eerie features of the room and the yellow 
wallpaper that covers it. While the children may be gone from the room the yellow 
wallpaper and the creeping women remain. 
Though the text does not represent the narrator as experiencing same-sex desire, it 
suggests that her queer manner is a direct result of her failure to fulfill a feminine, 
maternal role. She cryptically writes, “There’s one comfort, the baby is well and happy, 
and does not have to occupy this nursery with the horrid wall-paper” (22). Though the 
narrator’s “condition” can be read as the result of a miscarriage, a stillborn birth or post-
partum depression, among other things, the important fact is that in one way or another, 
she has failed in her maternal duties, failed to live up to the feminine standard. To 
emphasize the narrator’s queerness, the text presents Jennie, her sister-in-law as the 
proper heteronormative caretaker. The narrator writes of Jennie, “such a dear girl... so 
careful of me!...She is a perfect and enthusiastic housekeeper, and hopes for no better 
profession” (17-18). The narrator, on the other hand, suffers from her hysterical condition 
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that makes her extremely sensitive and prone to outbursts. She is not a submissive wife 
and her refusal to comply to the wishes of her husband undermines the Victorian 
understanding of both the female and the feminine. Within the first few pages, the 
narrator explains that she does not remember being so sensitive before and attributes her 
ability to get “unreasonably angry with John” to her “nervous condition” (11). Though 
her “hysterical nervous condition” does fall under the distinctly feminine, according to 
Havelock Ellis, it also places her manner outside the normative binary of the 
husband/father and the wife/mother. The narrator is detached and unemotional, 
unfeminine in her lack of sensibility and overtly feminine in her seeming madness. She is 
feminine excess in her hysteria and feminine lack in her failed role as a mother. She is 
always either too much or too little of a woman. She therefore does not and cannot exist 
within the masculine/feminine binary the text requires normative manner to operate 
within. Instead, her queer manner evokes a sharp response from the disciplinary force of 
her husband.  
The jail she exists within is not simply the room with the yellow wallpaper or the 
house in the country but her physical, gendered and sexualized body. Though her body 
appears in fairly good health throughout the text, and has done what it’s supposed to do 
by producing a child or at the very least getting pregnant, her mind’s attachment to her 
body is fraught with failure and insecurity. When the women behind the wallpaper begins 
shaking the “bar” created by the wallpaper pattern to get out, it’s easy to read the 
narrator’s own experience with confinement onto the women she sees in the wallpaper. 
However, these women represent not only the narrator’s internal desire to be free from 
the home but her internal desire to be free from her body. Of course, as Sandra M Gilbert 
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and Susan Gubar note in Madwoman in the Attic, “the cure...is worse than the disease” 
(89). Just as the narrator is trapped in the house, the woman in the wallpaper is trapped 
behind the bars of the pattern’s incessant swirling (90). The wallpaper is as “ancient, 
smoldering, ‘unclean’ as the oppressive structures of society in which she [the narrator] 
finds herself” (90). The “oppressive structures” are not only those that queer the narrator 
but also those that attempt to dictate her manner. The difference in the narrator is that she 
does not examine her body; instead, she projects her anxiety, fear and hysteria externally 
onto the wallpaper. The narrator’s obsession with the women in the wallpaper is her 
attempt to trace her exterior to her interior through the wallpaper: “I lie here on this great 
immovable bed...and follow that pattern about by the hour...I start, we’ll say, at the 
bottom, down in the corner over there where it has not been touched, and I determine for 
the thousandth time that I will follow that pointless pattern to some sort of conclusion” 
(19). Of course, as we find out in the end, she is unable to trace the pattern to any finite 
conclusion and is instead drawn further and further into the wallpaper and out of herself. 
There is no conclusion, no neat answer to the empirical question. The narrator observes 
that the wallpaper adheres to no laws of “radiation, alternation, or repetition, or 
symmetry” or any “principle of design” (20). The wallpaper resists classification. There 
is only a layered reflection of the self that unveils madness, paranoia and hysteria. 
By attempting to treat and control the narrator, John desperately tries to normalize 
her understanding of her own body and mind by appealing to her understanding of social 
normativity as the proper etiquette for a woman. There are a few moments when he 
pleads with the narrator to “get better” and uses the feminine role he wants her to fill as 
leverage and encouragement. If we return to the quote above where John begs her for his 
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sake and “for our child’s sake, as well as for your own,” we see him aligns both his 
“sake” and the narrator’s “sake” with their child’s “sake” in order to remind the narrator 
of the heterosexual, feminine role she is meant to fill (24). The narrator concedes, “So of 
course I said no more on that score” (24). She knows that she cannot argue with his logic 
here, that she will never convince him that her manner is not so easily controlled because 
he needs her to fill that role in order for his role and his understanding of normative 
manner to make sense. Instead, she alters her manner to convince John that she is getting 
better when in fact, she is diving further and further into the yellow wallpaper.  
The narrator’s ultimate rejection of John’s diagnosis of her hysterical condition 
manifests in an externalization, rather than internalization, of her interpretation of her 
own difference. She begins treating herself, in a sense, by “studying the pattern” of the 
wallpaper to discover its secret (27). She writes, “I don’t want to leave until I have found 
it out” (28). Though she never names what she believes “it” to be, she does attribute her 
mood and demeanor to it. As Crewe notes, the narrator’s “normalizing (and self-
normalizing) conditioning does not break down,” but rather “it is maintained...with 
reference to prevailing norms” (276). Though her “thoughts become wilder, her 
subjectivity more perverse, her social perceptions more paranoid,” she maintains one 
metaphorical foot in the door of an understanding of what is normal and what is not 
(Crewe 276). Whether or not she rejects normativity is less important, however, than the 
fact that she does, to some extent, understand that she is marked as different. The narrator 
writes, “I meant to be such a help to John, such a real rest and comfort, and here I am a 
comparative burden already!” (14). John represents the social desire to pathologize and 
fix deviant manner while the narrator reveals what happens when the individual subverts 
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that same normative construction. Though John attempts to control the narrator’s queer 
manner, her ability to understand his normative expectations in his presence and then 
disregard them when she is alone, allow her the agency to control when to internalize her 
queerness and when to externalize it. The narrator explains, “Life is very much more 
exciting now than it used to be. You see I have something more to expect, to look 
forward to, to watch. I really do eat better, and am more quiet than I was. John is so 
pleased to see me improve!” (28). The narrator coyly reveals that John believes she is 
doing much better because she is eating and remaining quiet. In the next lines, however, 
she reveals, “[John] laughed a little the other day, and said I seemed to be flourishing in 
spite of my wall-paper. I turned it off with a laugh. I had no intention of telling him it was 
because of the wall-paper” (28). The narrator is able to use her manner as social capital to 
trick her husband into believing that she is getting better. She internalizes her queerness 
in this moment in order to externalize it later when she is with the wall-paper.  
The narrator in The Yellow Wallpaper exploits John’s understanding of normative 
manner in order to advance her own interests while disguising her motives as hysteria. 
While Jekyll/Hyde and Latimer perform normative manner in order to maintain social 
capital within their social circles, the narrator uses John and the reader’s preconceived 
notions about normativity against them by performing normative manner sometimes and 
withholding certain information at other times. Recall, “John is so pleased to see me 
improve...I had no intention of telling him it was because of the wall-paper” (27-28). 
Though the text suggests that John notes an improvement in her manner, the narrator 
reveals that alteration as a farce; she wants him to believe she is getting better so that she 
can delve further into the wallpaper. She appears in better health, eating more and talking 
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less, as a good woman should, and she explains that John is pleased with her. She 
subverts his understanding of the link between the internal and external by exploiting his 
interpretation of her external presentation. But as she becomes more engrossed in the 
wallpaper, she becomes paranoid and struggles to continue to play both roles. Once she 
believes that John has noticed the shift in her manner that she has been trying to conceal, 
she makes the decision to speed up her process to uncover the wallpaper’s secrets, rather 
than continue to pretend to be normal in front of John. She writes, “there are only two 
more days to get this paper off, and I believe John is beginning to notice. I don’t like the 
look in his eyes” (31-32). She even begins to distrust the reader, “I have found another 
funny thing, but I shan’t tell this time! It does not do to trust people too much” (31). 
Though her language remains oddly aloof, the frequent exclamation marks that begin to 
litter the text imply that she is beginning to panic: “It does not do to trust people too 
much” (31). In fact, throughout most of the text, her voice is very matter-of-fact, “[John] 
said I was his darling and his comfort and all he had, and that I must take care of myself 
for his sake, and keep well” (22). All of these thoughts are haphazardly strung together 
and create the effect that she is writing what she knows she should rather than what she 
truly feels. Though she is able to fool John early on in the text, as her obsession with the 
wallpaper intensifies, she is unable to conceal her queer manner. 
These women and the wallpaper they creep behind are in perpetual motion and 
thus produce a haunting of manner that mocks the attempt to medically diagnose the 
connection between the internal and external. They subvert the notion that difference is 
so easily pathologized and transferable to others. In Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and The 
Lifted Veil, the specters haunt the characters through the dreaded thought of exposure but 
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the narrator in The Yellow Wallpaper has already been exposed. She has been diagnosed 
as hysterical and thus has already confronted the thing Utterson, et al and Latimer feared. 
Haunting in this text then must operate in a different way, a way that Julian Wolfreys 
describes as “process rather than product” (14). Though haunting in the other two texts is 
still an “on-going activity rather than static presentation or re-presentation,” it is not felt 
by the characters as that which is in motion (Wolfreys 14). Where Utterson, Enfield and 
Lanyon feel the looming pressure to reject Hyde in order to reify their own beliefs and 
values and guise their own secrets, the narrator feels compelled to follow the wall-paper’s 
design to its origin in order to explode the system and reveal something about herself. 
The narrator writes, “there is one marked peculiarity about this paper, a thing that nobody 
seems to notice but myself, and that is that it changes as the light changes” (25). She 
believes and wants to believe that the wallpaper is something only she understands. Its 
constant movement prevents the narrator from tracing the pattern to its origin and 
pinpointing why and how it operates. She becomes paranoid, noting that John “seems 
very queer sometimes, and even Jennie has an inexplicable look” (26). She suspects that 
they too are trying to trace the wallpaper and determines, “nobody shall find out but 
myself!” (27). Dr. Jekyll, Latimer and the narrator all feel the social pressure to discipline 
their manner. Dr. Jekyll’s repressed desire explodes outward into the deformed manner of 
Mr. Hyde. Latimer forces his queer desire inward and it manifests in his material yet 
immaterial visions. The wallpaper haunts the narrator not only because she wants to be 
the one to figure it out, to be the one who exposes rather than the exposed, but because 
the only way she is able to pursue this knowledge is by becoming a part of it, by 
becoming a creeping woman. 
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The narrator’s desire to discover the secret of the yellow wallpaper perpetuates a 
haunting produced by a fear of assimilation rather than a fear of exposure. In Dr. Jekyll 
and Mr. Hyde and The Lifted Veil, the protagonists feared their social circles would 
discover their difference and reject them because of it. In The Yellow Wallpaper, the 
narrator is protective of her secret about the yellow wallpaper. While the narrator guards 
the secret of the yellow wallpaper jealously, her fear of exposure stems from a desire to 
attain a knowledge she believes only she can attain. When John is away in town for a 
night, the narrator pulls off a strip of wallpaper “about as high as [her] head and half 
around the room” (33). Jennie comes into the room and loos at “the wall in amazement” 
and offers to help the narrator take off the rest of the wallpaper. The narrator writes in 
response, “no person touches this paper but me, not alive!” (33). The narrator is attached 
to the wallpaper and the notion that she be the one to peel it off the wall, that she be the 
one to free the women behind the pattern.  
The progression of the narrator’s observations of the women in the wallpaper 
confuses and conflates her own body and mind with the abstract body and mind of the 
wallpaper. Initially, the narrator describes the yellow wallpaper as an almost sentient yet 
still an “inanimate” object, as something that exists somewhere in between life and death. 
She writes that the wallpaper resembles grotesque body parts: “there is a recurrent spot 
where the pattern lolls like a broken neck and two bulbous eyes [that] stare at you upside 
down...Up and down and sideways they crawl, and those absurd, unblinking eyes are 
everywhere” (16). The narrator writes this description before she has identified the shape 
of women behind the wallpaper but she still describes distinctly human features. These 
features don’t perform the normal features they are supposed to - the neck is broken and 
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the eyes “crawl” (16). The physical traits of the body that the narrator sees in the 
wallpaper are familiar and yet impossible. A person with a broken neck could not live, a 
live eye must blink. Though the narrator never directly ties the “broken neck” or “two 
bulbous eyes” to the woman who appears behind the wallpaper, the eerie familiarity the 
images evoke suggest that the woman in the wallpaper appears in a similarly grotesque 
and monstrous form. If the women in the wallpaper exist in such an impossible form, the 
narrator’s identification with them suggests that she understands her body and mind to be 
similarly non-normative and unable to exist within the normal realm of John and Jennie.  
As the text and the narrator spiral like the wallpaper that consumes them, the 
narrator collapses into the woman behind the wallpaper and becomes that which is 
neither embodied nor disembodied: the specter. The fact that her nervous depression is 
temporary suggests that something in her external environment has momentarily altered 
her “condition,” her manner (10). In a 1995 article “Queering The Yellow Wallpaper? 
Charlotte Perkins Gilman and the Politics of Form,” Jonathan Crewe argues that the 
“irrepressibly queer (strange, peculiar) affect or subjectivity...gets attached to the yellow 
wallpaper” (283). Crewe argues that the house itself is queer, “pervasive, unlocated, yet 
material,” (283). However, Crewe fails to investigate how the room the narrator is 
confined to, an old nursery, impacts how we can read her as a queer character. The text 
never reveals if the narrator’s hysteria is a symptom of the missing child character, the 
suffocating marriage, the gothic nature of the nursery or a combination of all three. All 
the text implies is that the “pervasive, unlocated, yet material” queerness of the room and 
the yellow wallpaper haunts the narrator’s manner while her husband simultaneously 
attempts to control it. So when the “strange, provoking, formless sort of figure, that 
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seems to skulk about behind that silly and conspicuous front design” soon appears as a 
woman, it is easy to read the woman trapped behind the wallpaper as the narrator’s 
double (18). However, as the narrator begins to mimic the woman’s movements, it 
becomes clear that the woman is not simply her double, but rather an externalized part of 
her internalized queerness. For instance, when the narrator realizes that the pattern moves 
because “the woman behind shakes it!” she quickly runs over to help the woman, “I 
pulled and she shook, I shook and she pulled, and before morning we had peeled off 
yards of that paper” (30). “I” becomes “we” as the woman behind the wallpaper becomes 
the women behind the wallpaper. The narrator identifies with the “creeping” women and 
writes, “it is like a woman stooping down and creeping about behind that pattern...I kept 
still and watched the moonlight on that undulating wall-paper till I felt creepy” (22-23).  
Creeping is a particularly queer kind of manner because the text refuses to contain 
its possibilities within a singular definition. Readers are never fully privy to what the 
narrator means when she “creeps” or feels “creepy” (30, 23). Instead, we are only given 
hints that the act of creeping requires secrecy, caution and stealth. Without providing 
much context as to whether or not feeling creepy is a positive or negative thing, the 
narrator simply explains that she got up to “see if the paper did move” (23). The text 
suggests that the “creeping” woman makes the narrator feel “creepy” and compels her to 
stand closer to the paper. Though readers are never given a more explicit description of 
what the narrator refers to when she says the women and herself “creep,” she implies that 
it is a way the body moves. She sees the woman outside during the day and knows it is 
the woman from within the wallpaper because “she is always creeping, and most women 
do not creep by daylight” (30). The woman creeps along but hides when a carriage drives 
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by her to which the narrator explains, “I don’t blame her a bit. It must be very humiliating 
to be caught creeping by daylight!” (31). Though we may not know precisely what 
“creeping” looks like, the narrator tells us it is something to be hidden from the light of 
day. She even explains, “I always lock the door when I creep by daylight” (31). Creeping 
must be performed in secrecy, behind locked doors, so that others, like John, do not see 
her.  
In the end, the narrator completely collapses herself into the women in the 
wallpaper and becomes the specter, the haunting, the immaterial and material that 
undermines the other characters’ perception of normativity and agency. The structure 
which upholds normative manner as a disciplinary force is thus undermined by the 
narrator’s incessant “creeping.” She writes, “there are so many of those creeping women, 
and they creep so fast. I wonder if they all came out of that wall-paper as I did?” (35). 
Initially, she projects her queerness outward to the woman behind the wallpaper; but in 
the end, she is the woman in the wallpaper. Though the text initially suggested that her 
visions were all external projections, in the end, the creeping woman is both within and 
without the narrator. She exclaims, “I’ve pulled off most of the paper, so you can’t put 
me back!” (36). The final lines of the text show John horrified by the manner in which is 
sees the narrator. After pounding on the locked door, he finally enters the room and 
exclaims, “What is the matter?...for God’s sake what are you doing?” (36). The narrator 
ignores him and just keeps “on creeping just the same” (36). We finally catch a glimpse 
of what the other characters see when they see the narrator “creep.” The combination of 
the wallpaper stripped from the walls in small shreds combined with the creeping narrator 
is enough to cause John to pass out. The text doesn’t give many details but John’s loss of 
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consciousness at the end implies that in this non-normative, queer world of creeping 
women and yellow wallpaper, his normativity cannot exist. Though the ending of the text 
is generally vague, it nonetheless depicts the narrator exclaiming, “I’ve got out at last...in 
spite of you and Jane. And I’ve pulled off most of the paper, so you can’t put me back!” 
(36). She has gained the agency that had been denied to her for so long through her 
refusal of normative manner. In one final, rebellious act, she steps over the unconscious 
body of her husband. She exclaims, “Now why should that man have fainted? But he did, 
and right across my path by the wall, so that I had to creep over him every time! The 
disciplining of her manner fails as John faints; and the haunted becomes the haunting.  
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Manner Maketh Man 
Manner reveals how each of these texts encodes queer characters through the 
depiction of the societies that surround them. The protagonists in Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 
Hyde, The Lifted Veil, and The Yellow Wallpaper are all interpreted as queer by their 
social circles, and thus reinforce the Victorian desire to codify queerness as not merely a 
psychological difference or a visual deformity but as that which is visually interpreted, 
subtly performed and repeatedly embedded within the hegemonic structure of society. If 
we read queerness as the inexplicit individual connection between one’s body and mind 
that must be socially interpreted, we begin to see how each of these texts portrays queer 
manner as well as how each attempts or fails to uphold the social systems that dictate 
normativity. In Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and The Lifted Veil, both the Jekyll/Hyde figure 
and Latimer perish at the end of each text. The texts determine their queer manner to be 
too threatening to the establishment of society and therefore they both must die. In The 
Yellow Wallpaper, however, the female narrator maintains a certain agency through the 
exposure of her queerness, or as the text names it her “slight hysterical tendency,” that 
provides her with the ability to embrace the haunting that Jekyll/Hyde and Latimer fear 
(10). In the end, she does not die; rather she steps over her husband’s unconscious body 
in a symbolic act that subverts the text’s and the readers’ understanding of what 
constitutes normative manner and who determines that constitution. 
The phantom limb allows us to call into question how these texts represent both 
that which is seen and felt and that which is unseen and intuited. While the individual 
may suffer the loss of her limb, the society that surrounds her ultimately dictates what 
that loss means and how it will signify to others. If we consider the representation of 
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manner in each of these texts, we are able to begin to understand not only how queerness 
was encoded in the nineteenth century but also how that interpretation of queerness can 
be transferred from text to reader through imprecise language and the depiction of subtle 
movements and nuanced behavior. By examining Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, The Lifted 
Veil and The Yellow Wallpaper through both a Foucauldian and Derridean lens, we begin 
to see how the hegemonic structures of the nineteenth century imposed a system of 
discipline that sought to reinforce normative manner but in turn produced a haunting of 
queer manner.  
 Ultimately, the phantom limb fascinates and horrifies not only those who 
experience it but those who fear that they too will fall victim to its mystery. As our 
understanding of normative manner continues to shift with time, it nonetheless remains 
haunted by social codifications of the past. Queerness continues to be associated with and 
represented through the reification of specific mannerisms. An examination of the textual 
representation of normative manner allows contemporary readers to understand the 
individual’s role in upholding our perception of normative manner. By analyzing how 
society creates meaning out of that individual’s small gestures and movements, we can 
begin to deconstruct the structures that uphold normative manner. Though manner may 
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